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The Hokuriku Shinkansen (bullet train) Line between Nagano and Kanazawa 
opened on March 14, 2015, and the fastest travel time between Tokyo and Kanazawa 
is now 2 hours and 28 minutes.

This has attracted people’s attention to the touristic charms of Hokuriku, with 
efforts being made region-wide.

As a part of our effort to raise the profile of Hokuriku and increase people’s 
awareness about its charms and attractiveness, the Hokuriku Economic Federation 
and the Hokuriku Image Improvement Conference have come to publish “Hokuriku 
Tales” Vol. 3, a booklet directed mainly to tour operators and other professionals 
involved in tourism. “Hokuriku Tales” presents five tales about the history, culture, 
natural environment and other regional resources of the three prefectures of 
Hokuriku. The core competence or major strength (See Note 1) of Hokuriku that 
this booklet conveys effectively should help tourists increase their interest in and 
awareness about Hokuriku.

Now it is available in electronic book form on the Internet to help tour organizers 
and operators make quick searches of places of interest and to otherwise plan tours to 
Hokuriku. We would be more than happy for those who are in the tourism industry to 
make good use of this booklet.

We sincerely hope that this booklet will help increase people’s interest towards 
Hokuriku tourism and will help bring more visitors to Hokuriku. 

The Hokuriku Economic Federation set up the Hokuriku Inter-prefectural Tourism 
Study Working Group comprising government in 2010, academia and business 
representatives of the three prefectures, which group completed a report titled 
“Touristic Revitalization of the Hokuriku Region” and worked to identify the core 
competencies of Hokuriku from a tourism perspective. 

Their evaluation of the various resources that the three Hokuriku prefectures 
have in common such as nature and history or life and culture as well as food led to 
the conclusion that the core competencies of Hokuriku in terms of tourism lie in the 
“well-preserved Japanese traditions and a beautiful living environment that oozes 
elegance without ignoring the needs of time.” These factors are rarely seen in other 
regions, and all three prefectures are determined to make efforts to establish a unified 
image that symbolizes Hokurikuʼs uniqueness and would use that image for promoting 
the Hokuriku Brand. 

Hokuriku Tales  vol.3

About the publication of “Hokuriku Tales” Vol. 3

■ Note 1. Core competencies (major strengths) of Hokuriku

* Please contact the Hokuriku Economic Federation for the use of photographs and other images contained in this booklet.
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* A mountain region with steep peaks 
 towing above 3000 m.
* Seaside and bays, rich in diversity
* Snow: Yukitsuri (ropes supporting tree 
 branches against heavy snow) of 
 Kenrokuen Garden, Komo-gake 
 (straw-matting of mud walls as protection) 
 in the samurai district, Wave-Flowers 
 of the Echizen seaside, Snow Corridor

* Traditional Handicrafts: Wakasa Lacquerware, 
 Echizen Uchi-hamono (forged blades), Echizen 
 Washi (traditional Japanese paper), Takaoka 
 Copperware, Wajima Lacquerware, 
 Yamanaka Lacquerware, Kutaniyaki Porcelain, 
 Kanazawa Gold Leaf
* Festival’s & Culture: Wakasa O-Mizu Okuri 
 Festival, Ae-no-Koto, 
 Owara Kaze-no-Bon Festival

* One of the main centers of the Shinshu Sect 
 (religious customs and rituals embedded 
 in the lifestyle)
* Mountain Faith (Mt. Tateyama, Mt. Hakusan)
* Important Zen centers: Eiheiji Temple, 
 Sojiji Soin Temple
* Kaga Hyakumangoku culture: thanks to its 
 economic development, the region has also 
 produced a number of intellectuals in the 
 fields of literature, philosophy and art.

“Well-preserved Japanese traditions 
and a beautiful living environment
 that oozes elegance without 
ignoring the needs of time

The Strength of Hokuriku
 & 

the “Hokuriku Brand”

* Rich fishing grounds: Famous “Mackerel” & 
 “Yellow Tail” Trail, “Wakasa ‒ the Imperial 
 Miketsu-kuni” (a region allowed to offer food 
 to the Imperial Family)
* Food that one can enjoy only in Hokuriku: 
 Echizen Crab, Sweet Shrimp, 
 Winter Yellowtail, Rock Oysters
* Fermented Food: Kaburazushi
  (pickled turnip and yellowtail), 
 Kurozukuri (fermented squid meat with 
 ink/sepia), Heshiko (fermented mackerel)

* Towns with Traditional Craft & Industry: 
 Kanaya-machi, Ono in Kanazawa, 
 Echizen Goka-chiku
* Development of “Monzen” Towns (towns 
 originally built around a temple/shrine): 
 Echizen Ono, Inami
* Flourishing of towns due to Kitamae 
 trading ships: Iwase, Nanao
* Site of old samurai residential quarters, 
 Higashi-chaya teehouse district, 
 group of old temples in Wakasa

* Onsen resort district with a history of 
 1300 years: Kaga Onsen (Hot Spring) District, 
 Awazu Hot Springs, Wakura Hot Springs
* Selected among the 100 Top Hot Springs, 
 these hot springs are also recommended 
 by hot spring therapists: Awara Hot Springs 
 and 5 other local hot springs
* Hidden Hot Springs

(2) Nature (6) Food

(5) Hot Springs

(1) Life & Culture

(4) Mind 
(Faith, Religion, Literature, etc.)

(3) Historical Towns

Please visit also our special website on Hokuriku Tales.　http://monogatari.hokuriku-imageup.org/
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Million-dollar voyage
From the early Edo Period through the middle of the Meiji Era, Kitamaebune 

played a key role in commerce between Osaka and the Japan Sea regions of San’
in, Hokuriku, Tohoku and Hokkaido via the Seto Inland Sea --- the so-called 
“Western Sea Route.”  

This sea route was developed by Lord Maeda Toshitsune, the third daimyo of 

Kitamaebune coaster boats cruised along the Western Sea Route that was opened in the Edo Period 
connecting the Kyoto/Osaka area with major cities on the Japan Sea coast via the Seto Inland Sea. 
The wealth of merchandise and people carried by Kitamaebune left an immeasurable impact on a 
country that was undergoing drastic political changes.

History of Hokuriku
Kitamaebune --- the coasters that moved Nippon forward

Chapter I

The history of Hokuriku with no mention of 
Kitamaebune would be incomplete

House of Baba (Iwase district, Toyama city)

The Michinoku-maru — a bezaisen boat reconstructed after the Kitamae-style. In the wake of the 2011 Great East Japan Earthquake, the Aomori-based 
sail boat visited a number of ports in Hokuriku in a cultural exchange program. (photo: Nohejimachi, Aomori Prefecture) 



Hokkaido

Esashi

Aomori

Eastern Route

Western Route

Edo

Obama

Shimonoseki

Tsuruga

Mikuni Fushiki

Nanao

Wajima

Iwase
Hojozu

Osaka

Kanaiwa/Ono (Kanazawa)
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the Kaga Domain (present-day Ishikawa Prefecture). In 1639 (the 16th year of 
Kan’ei) he opened the route to ship rice to Osaka more efficiently. This gave 
birth to the Kitamaebune trade that thrived for two centuries.

Kitamaebune was operated not as a shipping service; 
rather, the ship-owner was what may be today called a 
“trading firm,” procuring merchandise at his own risk 
and selling it at ports of call.  

One voyage was said to have generated one 
thousand ryo, roughly equivalent to t one million U.S. 
dollars today. Kitamaebune was also known as “baisen” 
(double boat), allegedly because it was twice as 
profitable as before. Kitamaebune’s ports of call as well 
as the hometowns of the ship-owners and crews were 
bustling “trading posts”

A Driving Force in History
Zeniya Gohei of Kanazawa who won the name of “Sea Magnate” accumulated 

tremendous wealth and greatly helped the Kaga Domain rebuild its economy.  
The stories of his then-prohibited international trade with countries as far away 
as the United States and Australia are truly exciting, although he died an 
unfortunate death --- Gohei died in prison on the well-
known allegation of “farm poisoning” in connection with 
his Kahokugata Bay land reclamation project.     

It is not well known that Kitamaebune played an 
instrumental role in the Meiji Restoration. To solve its 
financial difficulties, the Satsuma Domain (present-day 
Kagoshima) resorted to the illegal export of kelp to China 
where it was in strong demand as the elixir of life. The 
kelp was transported from kelp-producing Hokkaido all 
the way to Kagoshima on board Kitamaebune by a group 
of travelling medicine salesmen from Toyama called 
“Satsuma-gumi.” The Satsuma Domain used the profit to 
rebuild its economy and build factories for textiles and 
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During the Edo Period, the major 
coastal shipping routes included 
the Western and Eastern Sea 
Routes .  The Western Route 
was safer to take, because the 
westerly waves would drift the 
boat ashore even if control was 
lost; a boat on the Eastern Route 
would drift away into the Pacific 
Ocean. Accordingly, a study 
estimates that 90% of cargo was 
shipped by the Western Route 

Shipwrights made a miniature boat like this one as a gift to the ship-
owner who placed an order. (Kitamaebune-no-Sato Museum, Kaga city)

A wooden votive plaque offered to a 
local Shinto shrine praying for safe 
voyage (Kitamaebune-no-Sato Museum, 
Kaga city) 
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cannons. With economic and military 
strengths thus regained, the Satsuma 
Domain became a main actor in the Meiji 
Restoration. Behind the scenes, Kitamaebune 
was an important driving force of the 
dramatic change in Japan’s political system. 

Subsequently, some of the Kitamaebune 
ship-owners/merchants who accumulated 
business experiences and wealth made 
important contributions to the creation of 

modern Japan by investing in banking, insurance, transportation and other 
sectors. 

Kitamaebune: Backbone of the Hokuriku economy
The big Noto peninsula that stretches into the Japan Sea served as a major 

base for Kitamaebune trade. Wajima lacquer ware, Nanao Japanese candles and 
other Noto local specialties enjoyed national fame thanks to Kitamaebune. By the 
Meiji Era, Hamaokaya, a shipping magnate based in Monzenmachi-
Kuroshimamachi, Wajima city, used his accumulated wealth not for himself but 
for the well-being of the region by laying the ground for the development of 
Wakura, one of the most prestigious spa spots in Japan today.   

The cargo of the Kitamaebune was not limited to luxury products alone.  
Charcoal was shipped to Etchu (present-day Toyama) in exchange for rice straw 
products. Still today, some families in Hojozu (Shinminato, Toyama) have the 
names Wajima or Noto. 

Another important item that Kitamaebune carried was kelp from Hokkaido.  
According to a Ministry of Internal Affairs and Communications Survey of 
Household Economy (2015 – 2017 average), Toyama city ranked first in kelp 
consumption among all prefectural capitals and major Article 252 cities in Japan. 
Toyama was a port of call for Kitamaebune. These dietary habits must have 
developed over time through frequent visits of Kitamaebune. Along with 
Toyama, the cities of Fukui and Kanazawa are among the top five in the kelp 
consumption ranking. It is no wonder that Hokuriku offers a large variety of 
kelp-based local dishes.  

From Hokkaido, Kitamaebune also brought herrings. This fish was consumed 
not just as food but also as manure for rice growing in Hokuriku. People paid 
money for herring manure when compost and animal feces were the norm. 
Accordingly, fish manure was called a “kimpi” (literally, money dung). 

Gorgeously decorated ship captain’s cupboard/coffers. 
These were designed to float even when thrown out of 
the boat. (Kitamaebune-no-Sato Museum, Kaga city)

Ke lp  f rom Rausu , 
Hokka ido  i s  mos t 
favored by the people 
of Toyama

Mikuni, sitting at the mouth of the 
Kuzuryu River, thrived as a port town. 
The Mikuni Ryushokan Museum 
is a reconstruction of the town’s 
modern Western-style primary school 
building. 
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Father of Fushiki Port Modernization: Nozo Fujii
The huge capital that was formed through Kitamaebune 

led to the founding of Western-style businesses and the 
modernization of the Japanese economy.  

Nozo Fujii (1846 – 1913) is called the “Father of Fushiki 
Port Modernization,” because he built the Fushiki Primary 
School and Fushiki Weather Station and promoted the 
modernization of the Port of Fushiki. Born the first son of a 
shipping magnate family called “Notoya” in Etchu (presently, 
Fushiki district, Takaoka city), he sensed the advent of a 
new age when he visited Kobe in his early twenties and 
saw the port bustling with many steam ships from foreign 
countries. Fushiki Port in those days, though still important as a favorite port of 
call for Kitamaebune, was shallow and there were many grounding accidents.  

Working together with his fellow countrymen, Fujii completed the port 
improvement project and approached Yataro Iwasaki, President of Mitsubishi 
Kisen, the biggest maritime transport company in Japan at the time. He 
succeeded in negotiations, and Mitsubishi steamships started to serve Fushiki 
Port in 1875 (the 8th year of Meiji). In 1883 (the 16th year of Meiji), Fujii used his 
own money to construct the Fushiki Weather Station in an effort to prevent the 
wreckage of incoming and outgoing ships. The weather station is still in active 
service today, though it has been relocated twice and renamed the “Takaoka 
Fushiki Weather Museum.” 

Financial King: Zenjiro Yasuda
Since the beginning of the Meiji Era, Toyama has produced a number of 

Japan’s business leaders including the founders of new companies. They may 
well have inherited the DNA of Kitamaebune ship owners/merchants, inventors 
and travelling salesmen of medicine and other entrepreneurial ancestors. One 
outstanding figure is Zenjiro Yasuda (1838 – 1921) who founded the Yasuda 
zaibatsu, one of the Big Four business conglomerates in pre-WWII Japan along 
with Mitsui, Mitsubishi and Sumitomo. Yasuda is sometimes referred to as a 
“financial king” because he founded the Yasuda Bank (present-day Mizuho 
Financial Group) and life and non-life insurance companies.  

Born a son of a low-rank samurai of the Toyama Domain, Yasuda made his 
way up first as a money exchange shop owner and built the giant Yasuda 
zaibatsu in his lifetime. Although he was committed to austerity and humbleness, 
he was not hesitant to invest huge amounts of money in the persons and projects 
he was convinced of.  

The Yasuda Auditorium, a monumental building on the main campus of the 
University of Tokyo today, was donated by Zenjiro Yasuda. Until his death, 
however, this and other donations he made were not publicly known, because 
Yasuda believed that contributions must be an act of discreet virtue, not an act 
to win praise or fame.  
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The wealth Kitamaebune accumulated helped 
build a modern Japan

Fushiki Weather Station, is Japan’s 
first private weather station. The 
present building (now called the 
Takaoka Fushiki Weather Museum) 
was built in 1909 (the 42nd year of 
Meiji). 

A statue of Zenjiro Yasuda at the 
entrance of Meij i  Yasuda Life 
Insurance Toyama Bui lding in 
front of Toyama railway station. 
On the second floor is a Zenjiro 
Yasuda Memorial Library where his 
memorabilia is on display.  
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King of Cement: Soichiro Asano
One of the entrepreneurs that caught Yasuda’s eye was Soichiro Asano (1848 – 

1930) who later came to be called the “King of Cement” or the “Father of the 
Keihin (Tokyo-Yokohama) Industrial Belt.”  

Born a son of a medical doctor in Yabuta village (present-day Himi City), 
Asano at his young age saw a big opportunity in the cement business. Then he 
embarked on a mega project of reclaiming the long coast line between Tokyo 
and Yokohama to construct Japan’s first industrial belt that integrated factories 
and ports. This extremely ambitious project was implemented with the support 
of Yasuda. People later described their relationship as Asano being the engine 
and Yasuda being the fuel.  

They together founded a shipping company to start trans-Pacific service, and 
built railroads (present-day JR Tsurumi Line) that served the industrial belt.  
They did not hesitate to invest in such modern-day transportation infrastructure 
that succeeded the roles Kitamaebune had played in the national economy. In 
1930 (the 5th year of Showa), they completed the construction of the Komaki 
hydroelectric dam on the Shogawa River in their common home of Toyama.  
They were apparently convinced infrastructure construction and improvement 
was urgently needed for Japan to catch up with the world.  

The Iwase district of Toyama city was home to the House of Baba, which 
during the Meiji Era was reputed as one of the five largest ship-owners of 
Kitamaebune in Hokuriku. Among the successive heads of the House, Haru Baba 
is the best known because she used the wealth Kitamaebune brought in to lay 
the foundation for the present-day University of Toyama and donated the 2,443 
books that the Irish expatriate journalist and novelist Patrick Lafcadio Hearn 
(naturalized name, Koizumi Yakumo) had owned. (This collection is now archived 
as the Hearn Collection in the university library.) Take the stylish street car 
Toyama Light Rail from the north exit of JR Toyama station, or walk to the 

Fugan Canal and Waterway Park nearby and get aboard either the solar 
panel-roofed or the electric motor-driven canal boats operated jointly by 
the prefecture and the city. Shortly thereafter, you will find yourself in 
the midst of old streets lined by classic wooden houses and traditional 
restaurants that show signs of the time of the Kitamaebune. The 
compound of the House of Mori, a former Kitamaebune ship owner, has 
been designated an Important Cultural Property of Japan and is open to 
tourists. Another place of interest is a sake store that has been in 
business since 1905 (the 38th year of Meiji). Some years before then, the 
founder left Iwase by Kitamaebune for Asahikawa, Hokkaido, started a 
successful sake brewery there and the returned to his hometown. 

At the end of the Edo Period, a Kitamaebune named Choja-maru was 
wrecked, and a crew member called Yonedaya Jirokichi who was among 

those saved by an American 
whaling boat was finally sent 
back home via Hawaii, Alaska 
and other places. Choja-maru 
originated in Iwase.  

Stroll through the streets and feel the legacies 
of the Kitamaebune 

Toyama Iwase

Komaki dam, which contributed 
to the modernization of Japan, 
has been named a Japan Society 
of Civil Engineers Public Works 
Heritage site, a Registered Tangible 
Cultural Property of Japan and a 
Heritage of Industrial Modernization 
site.

Bust of Madam Haru Baba located 
in Baba Memorial Park

House of Mori, a Kitamaebune magnate

Omachi Street, Iwase. Even the 
bank building is designed to melt 
into the old town atmosphere.
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The district of Fushiki is situated in the northern part of Takaoka, Toyama at 
the mouth of the Oyabe River. During the Nara Period, the statesman and poet 
Otomo-no-Yakamochi was stationed in Fushiki as Governor of the region.  
Famous as the key compiler of the Man’yoshu anthology, he also crafted many of 
his own poems here. The city was a major port city on the Japan Sea coast 
already from old times, and thrived especially after the start of the Edo Period 
with the introduction of Kitamaebune. The port was modernized ahead of others 
thanks to the foresight and initiative of Nozo Fujii. Now renamed Fushiki-
Toyama Port, it is one of the most important international ports on the Japan Sea 
coast.

Walk through the streets and you will see old merchant houses and Western-
style architecture that will enhance your imagination of the heyday of Kitamaebune.  

Climbing up to the observatory of the Fushiki Kitamaebune Museum, the only 
remaining watchtower in the city, you will be able to see the boats coming in 
and out. The Akutagawa Prize-winning writer Yoshie Hotta to whom movie 
director Hayao Miyazaki pays high respect is a descendent of the Hotta family 
which used to run a powerful shipping company in Fushiki.

Two JR stations away from Fushiki on the Himi Line, Amaharashi Kaigan is 
the site of the legendary samurai Yoshitsune and a beautiful beech from which 
you can see the mountain range of Tateyama on a clear day. You may want to 
visit this wonderful spot for an outing with a basketful of rice balls wrapped in 
fine strips of kelp, like the locals for whom the Kitamaebune trade has become 
such an important part of their lives.   

During the Meiji and Taisho eras, the Hashidate district 
of Kaga city was referred to as “the wealthiest village in 
Japan” because the community was essentially made up of 
Kitamaebune ship-owners, captains and crew. The town 
center has been well preserved. The seemingly austere 
look of the houses such as the fences made of old ship 
deck boards betrays their gorgeous interiors.  

A stroll through the streets will reveal that some of the 
larger houses have red roofs. Red roof tiles are older than 
the black. In old times, common people lived in houses 
with thatched roofs. The residents of Hashidate were 
wealthy enough to afford the expensive red roof tiles.  

Hashidate has the Kitamaebune-no-Sato Museum and 
Zorokuen (the house of a Kitamaebune ship-owner). The 
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Toyama Fushiki

Ishikawa Hashidate Kasano-misaki Cape where the 
white lighthouse shines against the 
blue sea.

Rice balls wrapped in fine strips of 
kelp can be found in any convenient 
store or supermarket in Toyama. 
The city of Takaoka, in particular, 
is promoting a campaign titled 

“Takaoka  Ke lp  R ice  D ishes” 
to spread its kelp-based local 
delicacies. 

The vast compound of Shokoji 
Temple is situated on a hill top 
in Fushiki (an Important Cultural 
Property of Japan) 

Zorokuen, the house of a Kitamaebune 
ship-owner

Hashidate, an Important Preservation District of Historic Buildings. There is a 
commanding view of the Japan Sea above waves of traditional red roof tiles.

The former house of the Akimoto Family, Kitamaebune ship-owners, 
is open to the public as the Fushiki Kitamaebune Museum.

At the Fushiki Kitamaebune Museum, 
v i s i t o r s  a r e  we lcomed  t o  t he 
observation tower, a treat rarely found 
in similar facilities in Japan. 
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Kanaiwa was home to Zeniya Gohei, a powerful merchant sometimes referred 
to as the “Kaga millionaire on the sea”. Ono was home to his rival, the House of 
Kiya Toemon. The streets of the two neighboring districts of Kanazawa take us 
back to Edo Period. Take a look at the quarter-sized model of a Kitamaebune, a 
big anchor, and other interesting items on display, and learn about the exciting 
life of the legendary business magnate at the Zeniya Gohei Memorial Museum in 
Kanaiwa.

The ready availabil ity of 
quality wheat, soybean and salt 
provided by Kitamaebune made 
Ono thr ive  on soya sauce 
production during Kaga Domain 
t imes .  Today ,  you can try 
original soya sauce ice cream. 
You will be surprised at the 
caramel-like flavor and will want 
to have another one. The Ono 
Karakuri (mechanical dolls) 
Kinenkan Museum houses a 
c o l l e c t i o n  o f  wo rk s  f r om 
Benkichi Ono, a late-Edo Period 
inventor and a technical adviser 
to Zeniya Gohei.  

The Kono District of Minami-Echizencho Town in Fukui Prefecture preserves 
many of the big houses built by the local Kitamaebune ship-owners. Small 
communities line up in a narrow strip bordered by the shoreline and the national 
highway. Alongside the old road that runs parallel to the highway, you will find a 
row of old houses and warehouses that belonged to the ship-owners. The former 
mansion of the House of Ukon, one of the top five Kitamaebune ship-owners 
based here, is open to the public today as Kitamae Senshu-no-Yakata. The main 

building is on the mountain side of the old road together 
with three private warehouses; four merchandise 
warehouses are on the shore side. The expensive zelkova 
and cypress pillars used in the main building are indeed 
impressive.  Behind the main building atop the hill stands 
a villa called “Western Mansion.”  You can enjoy the view 
from its balcony overlooking the village and the bay.

The fate of crewmen was often referred to as: “The 
ship’s bottom deck is the door to hell.” Accordingly, they 
were very pious; many votive plaques that ship-owners 
and crew members offered to Hachiman Shrine and 
Isozaki Shrine in their prayer for safe voyage are 
preserved to this date.  

scenic beauty of the Kasano-misaki Cape is also a must see. Hashidate fishing 
port is close by; a row of seafood restaurants wait for you with the fresh catch of 
the day.   

Ishikawa Kanaiwa and Ono Districts (Kanawaza City)

Fukui Kono

Houses in Kono are sandwiched between the sea and the mountains at 
the mouth of Tsuruga Bay.

A narrow alley in Kanaiwa sectioned 
by heart-charming wooden walls

Kitamae Senshu-no-Yakata (former 
building of House of Ukon)

Zeniya Gohei Memorial Museum

A statue of Zeniya Gohei in the park named after him 
stares at the sea horizon. (left)
You will never forget the rich flavor of soya sauce 
ice cream. (right) 
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Situated at the mouth of the Kuzuryu 
River, the town of Mikuni prospered as a 
port of call for Kitamaebune. Why not slip 
back in time by taking a walk through 
the well-preserved rows of old houses 
with latticed windows. The Mikuni 
Minato-za, the former head office of the 
Morita Bank, the former red-light district 
of Demura and other places of interest will form a nostalgic tour. 

Mikuni Museum, also known as Ryushokan, stands on a hill overlooking the 
port of Mikuni and has a large collection of items related to Kitamaebune. The 
museum building is a reconstruction of the primary school building that was 
designed by a Dutch civil engineer G.A. Escher in 1879 (the 12th year of Meiji) in 
the heyday of the port town. The school building architecture as well as the so-
called Escher Dyke, the first Western-style rubble mound breakwater in Japan 
(an Important Cultural Property of Japan), that was built and is still in service at 
the mouth of the Kuzuryu River attest to the prosperity of Mikuni at the time.

Matsudaira Shungaku, a daimyo of the Echizen Domain, started the 
manufacture of Western-style cannons in Mikuni. He was known as one of the 
Four Wise Men of the last days of the Tokugawa Shogunate and a supporter of 
Sakamoto Ryoma. He assumed many key positions in the new government after 
the Meiji Restoration. He was a regular at the restaurant-hotel Boyoro in Mikuni, 
which has kept a number of his memorabilia.   

Sakamanju (sake-flavored sweet bean paste buns) are a time-honored specialty 
of Mikuni, having been introduced by Kitamaebune crew members. 

Chapter I  H
istory of H
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Come to Hokuriku with all of its historical heritage, and write a new page of your own in the history of 
Kitamaebune which is filled with the aspirations, hard work and romance of the people of Hokuriku.  

Fukui Mikuni

The Escher Dyke was 
designed by G.A. Escher 
and construction work 
was superv ised J .  de 
Rijke, who also played 
an  impo r t an t  r o l e  i n 
the improvement of the 
Joganji River in Toyama. 
The  b r eakwa te r  was 
completed in 1882 (the 
15th year of Meiji). Visit 
Mikuni Sunset Beach to 
watch the breakwater in 
semi-silhouette against 
the setting sun.  

Shianbashi at the entrance of the former 
Demura red-light district (literally, the 
bridge of go in or go back) 

In the wake of the Meiji Restoration 
a local shipping magnate by the 
name of Mor i ta Saburouemon 
switched to the banking business 
and created the Mor i ta  Bank 
(subsequently merged with the 
Fukui Bank). The former head office 
building in this photo was built 
during the Taisho Era.

Sakamanju is a Mikuni specialty. 
Kitamaebune crew members are 
said to have taught the locals how 
to prepare the sweet snack. The 
method has been passed down 
undisrupted to this date. The brand 
logo pressed into the finished 
snacks differs from one bakery to 
another. 
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Asuwa River Cherry Row: 
A symbol of comeback from the war and earthquake tragedies

The city of Fukui was literally devastated twice: first during WWII and then 
by the 1948 (the 23rd year of Showa) earthquake. The city came out strong both 
times and set out a Citizens Charter titled “Pledge of the Phoenix.” The cherry 
trees that now adorn the Asuwa River in spring were planted at that time as a 
symbol of the citizen’s resolve.  

Spring has come to the snowy country. Life starts anew. All the creatures that endured the long Hokuriku 
winter start moving all at once. Snow runoff from the mountains nurtures the animals and plants of 
Hokuriku as well as the locals who have learned to appreciate the blessings of the nature. This oneness 
with Mother Nature is in the DNA of every Hokuriku citizen.  

Hokuriku: The spring-time floral corridor
When nature and people shine most brightly

Chapter II

On the banks of the Funagawa River in Asahimachi Town, Toyama Prefecture stretches a row of Yoshino cherry trees (Prunus × yedoensis) that were 
planted at the time of the 1957 river improvement project and have been cared for by the local residents.  
A double-layered floral corridor of brightly shining tulips and cherry blossoms in full bloom against the mountain range, yet unready to put off its hibernal 
dress.  (Mid-April) 

Cherry trees in 1953, shortly after 
they were planted

Part 1. Cherry blossoms represent people’s warm hearts
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The Asuwa River runs through the central part of 
Fukui city. The cherry blossoms when in full bloom cover 
almost the entire sky. This spot is one of the “Best 100 
Cherry Blossom Spots in Japan” designated by the Japan 
Cherry Blossoms Associat ion (a publ ic interest 
incorporated foundation).  

Fukui was hit in 2004 (the 16th year of Heisei) by 
torrential rain, which inflicted heavy damage on the 
Asuwa River and other places in the city. Some of the old 
cherry trees had to be chopped down to repair and 
reinforce the embankment.  Not wanting to just throw 
away and burn the trees that had special meanings to 
them, the citizens searched for a good idea ... and, that was chopsticks!

The cherry trees were sawed to size and decorated by the technique of 
Wakasa lacquer, also a renowned cultural asset of Fukui Prefecture. “Cherry 
Chopsticks” were born. The chopsticks were sold out in no time. The profit was 
used to plant young seedlings and maintain the cherry row. Just like the Phoenix 
appearing in the city’s communications logo, the Asuwa Cherry Row began to 
open up a new page in history in the hearts of many local residents and 
thousands of visitors from outside of the city.  

Cherry Highway from Japan Sea to Pacific Ocean
A man fell in love with a pair of Edo Higan cherry trees (Cerasus spachiana 

var. spachiana forma ascendens) that had been saved by transplantation from a 
mountain village destined to go down under water for the construction of the 
Miboro dam. Popularly called Shokawa Zakura, the two trees are estimated to be 
450 years old and are still alive today. The man, Ryoji Sato, was a conductor of a 
highway bus that ran between Kanazawa on the Japan Sea coast and Nagoya on 
the Pacific Ocean coast. In 1966 (the 41st year of Showa), he started planting 
seedlings along the bus route with a vision of connecting the two cities with a 
Cherry Highway of 300,000 cherry trees. He used his own money and all his 
holidays to plant seedlings and nurture them. By the time he passed away in 

Chapter II  H
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Asuwa Cherry Row stretches 
nearly 2.2 kilometers 

Mikio Hiramatsu, then a primary school principal in Wajima City, became acquainted with Sato, and 
he was given the Shokawa Shichiro Zakura. It was first planted in Wajima city hall premises, but was 
transplanted to the present location when the Ishikawa Prefectural Wajima Museum of Lacquer was 
inaugurated.  

“Cherry Chopsticks” were sold out 
in no time

Ryoji Sato, a National Railway 
Bus (as it was called) conductor, 
planted cherry trees along the 266 
kilometer-long Nagoya – Kanazawa 
route.

The 1,500th milestone cherry tree 
was planted in Kenrokuen in April 
1973
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1977 (the 52nd year of Showa) at the age of 47 by leukemia, he had planted some 
2,000 cherry trees.  

“I want to create a Milky Way of beautiful flowers on this planet Earth, so that 
all the people who look up at it will become one in their hearts and will live 
happily together.” This passage from his diary has been quoted in a school 
textbook and many around the country have been moved.   

It took seven years for Sato to grow the seedlings from the fruit of the 
Shokawa Zakura. He gave a name to every one of the seedlings. Today, one of 
these precious progenies by the name of Shokawa Shichiro Zakura lives in 
Wajima City, further north of Kanazawa, in front of the Wajima Museum of 
Lacquer, and blossoms every spring. Sato’s dream has been succeeded by many 
people and the Cherry Highway continues to stretch.  

Century Cherry overturning the 60 year-long life theory 
about the Yoshino cherry

Yoshino cherry is the most favored species of cherry in Japan and it has been 
planted everywhere. Its average life is shorter than that of natural species such 
as Cerasus jamasakura and Edo Higan; it is said a Yoshino cherry perishes in 60 
years, a period shorter than the average life expectancy of Japanese people.  

However, there is a Yoshino cherry tree called the “Century Cherry” in the 
Mikkaichi district of Kurobe City. This is one of the several Yoshino cherry 
seedlings that were planted over a century ago by Masatami Morioka, who 
started to serve as a teacher at the Mikkaichi Ordinary/Higher Elementary 
School (which was situated where Kurobe City Hall now is). He planted them in 
the school premise with his first salary. Later during the Taisho Era the school 
was relocated and the cherry trees were transplanted to the new school grounds. 
One of them has survived to this date. Mikkaichi Elementary School moved to 
yet another location in 2004 (the 16th year of Heisei), where the second generation 
seedlings of Morioka’s Century Cherry were planted.  

There are several Yoshino cherry trees in Japan that are believed to be more 
than 100 years old. The one in Kurobe is unique in that the date and other 
details of the planting and its ensuing history have been documented. There is 
something majestic about this cherry tree that has endured many natural 
calamities.  

Masatami Morioka who planted the 
cherry trees to remember his arrival 
at the school in 1907 (the 40th year 
of Meiji) (photo taken in 1911)

(left) Cherry row in the front garden of former Mikkaichi Elementary School (wooden building) in 1953
(right) The Century Cherry blossoms every spring as if to respond to the memories of many people. Trunk circumference: 2.65 
meters; height: 11 meters; branch spread: 16 meters (north-south) and 11 meters (east-west) 

“Sato Zakura” planted on Renchimon 
Gate Avenue in Kenrokuen
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Bunzo Mizuno and tulips
Tulips, the prefectural flower of Toyama, were first 

grown in 1918 (the 7th year of Taisho). A farmer named 
Bunzo Mizuno in Shoge Village (today part of Tonami 
City) grew some tulips by way of trial. The flower was 
so little unknown in Japan that people rushed to buy it 
at good prices. The bulbs enjoyed good prices as well.

Following this initial success, Mizuno explored the 
method of larger-scale cultivation and found out that 
tulip bulbs could be grown in rotation with paddy rice. 
The temperature, sunshine, fertile soil of the Tonami 
Plain, abundant good-quality water and other natural 
conditions of Toyama were suited to tulip bulb growing. 
Farmers in the region found it attractive to grow tulip 
bulbs as specialty farm products after the rice is harvested and the paddy dried 
eventually tulip growing spread to other regions of the prefecture. By the late 
1930s, an export business was started; 25,000 tulip bulbs were exported to the 
U.S. from Toyama.

Tulip cultivation had to be interrupted by WWII, but was revived after the 
war.  In 1964 (the 39th year of Showa) when the Tokyo Olympic Games were 
held, Toyama exported more than 19 million bulbs. Toyama Tulips became a 
global brand. The tulip farming that Mizuno began with only ten bulbs has made 
Toyama Japan’s leading tulip growing prefecture in terms of area grown and the 
number of bulbs shipped.  

The plum blossoms in Kenrokuen tell the Kanazawa 
people spring has come

In Kanazawa one sees plum blossom designs everywhere: the city logo, 
Japanese traditional sweets called Fukuume (literally, fortune plums), and even 
the sewage manhole covers have a mark shaped after a plum blossom. Why 
plums? The reason traces back to the pre-Meiji Restoration period. The Maeda 
Family, the daimyo of the Kaga Domain claimed that the family was descendants 
of Sugawara-no-Michizane, a Heian Period state official and man of literature who, 
after his death, came to be worshiped as the god of learning. He loved plum 
blossoms and the Maeda Family used the shape for the family emblem.  

Chapter II Hokuriku: The spring-time floral corridor

Part 2. Spring flowers: the kinds you only see in Hokuriku

Flower picking cannot 
be skipped in order to 
produce large bulbs

Chapter II  H
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Fukuume, designed after a plum 
blossom, is a special sweet only 
served during the New Year

(left) Bunzo Mizuno who pioneered the tulip growing in Toyama 
Prefecture
(right) Even the flower picking work has been mechanized.
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As a result of a power struggle he was demoted to head the far-away outpost 
of Dazaifu. He wrote a waka poem when he left his home in Kyoto which may be 
roughly translated as: “When the east wind blows / let it send your fragrance / 
oh plum blossoms. / Although your master is gone / do not forget the spring.” 
After he left home for Dazaifu, as the legend goes, the plum tree to which 
Michizane spoke these words wanted to be with him again and flew all the way 
to Dazaifu overnight.  

The plum grove of Kenrokuen was created as a collection of famous plum 
varieties in Japan with the cooperation of Kitano Tenmangu Shrine, Dazaifu, 
Yushima Tenjin Shrine and Mito Kairakuen Garden in commemoration of the 
Meiji Restoration centennial. When the red and white blossoms of 200 plum trees 
of shirakaga, maya-kobai and some 20 other varieties come out in Kenrokuen, the 
long-awaited spring is here. Subsequently, the plum fruits are harvested, 
processed as umeboshi (pickled plum) and donated to welfare facilities in the 
prefecture. Plums are beautiful to watch and good to eat.  

A countryside with flowers that are friendly to people 
and the environment

The town of Eiheiji, Fukui Prefecture is famous for its high quality rice. 
Farmers there are promoting “Astragalus Rice” that is grown with the help of 
the astragalus plant.  

Astragalus farming is a technique that used to be widely practiced in Japan. 
The seeds are sown over the post-harvest rice paddy in autumn. When the 
flowers come out in spring, the entire plant is tilled into the soil as green manure. 
This practice had been abandoned in the face of the more care-free use of 
chemical fertilizers. 

There were good reasons to grow astragalus on the paddy during winter time.  
The plant catches nitrogen in the atmosphere and stores it in the root. It supplies 
the necessary nutrients when rice growing starts in late spring. Consumption of 
chemical fertilizers can be decreased by the astragalus farming technique.  
Rediscovering the advantage of astragalus farming as friendly to people and the 

In the 43th year of Showa (1968), the plum grove of Kenrokuen was created as a living collection of 
renowned plum varieties in Japan in commemoration of the Meiji Restoration centennial. Citizens of 
Kanazawa truly feel the arrival of spring when they start blossoming one after another. 

The astragalus plant is tilled into 
the soil as green manure
Rice growing which is friendly to 
people and the environment

The plum-shape emblem can also 
be seen on the shimmon (shrine 
gate) of Oyama Shrine (an important 
cultural property of Japan) where 
Maeda Toshiiye is enshrined.  

By the time the rainy 
season ends, the trees 
are loaded with fruit
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environment, the town of Eiheiji embarked on the use of this cumbersome 
technique with a view to achieving zero-chemical fertilizer farming.  

When spring comes to Eiheiji town, the paddies till then barren turn into a 
carpet of pink and fresh green (the best season is late April through early May). 
This long-forgotten vernal landscape has returned to Eiheiji Town. It is a strong 
sign that the farmers in the area are committed to producing tasty rice in a more 
sustainable manner.  

Chapter II  H
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Behind the floral corridors of plum, cherry, tulip or astragalus that the citizens of Hokuriku enjoy watching 
today are the laughter and tears as well as the vision and enthusiasm of the people who created these 
beautiful scenes.  
We hope that these human dramas from this issue of Hokuriku Tales will make your flower-watching 
sojourn in Hokuriku all the more interesting and rewarding. 
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High quality rice grown by astragalus 
farming is dried under the sun.  

Koshihikari rice grown by the astragalus technique will be a 
new brand rice from Fukui

Astragalus-covered paddies were a typical vernal landscape until around 1960.  This long-forgotten scenery is 
coming back to Eiheiji Town. (photo by: Yasunobu Yoshizawa) 

(Note: the best flower seasons vary.) 
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Fermented fish
All three prefectures of Hokuriku face the sea. Catching fresh fish is a daily 

affair.  Today, we enjoy Kitokito fish (Toyama dialect meaning “fresh and 
vibrant”) thanks to the advancement of modern refrigeration, freezing and 
logistics technologies.  In the past, however, preservation was a big challenge.  

Fermentation was the answer that our ancestors in Hokuriku found to this 
problem.  

Fermentation is a technique that humans have used or have taken advantage 

Hokuriku offers a rich variety of enjoyable foods from abundant seafood to indigenous vegetables and 
local specialty foods. The key point that makes Hokuriku food different from that of other regions is 
the “fermented foods” that are appreciated by connoisseurs. In fact, Hokuriku is often called the “Land 
of Fermented Foods.” The wide variety of fermented foods, especially those of seafood, is literally 
unmatched. Let us now take you to the world of Hokuriku’s local fermented specialties that are ideal to go 
together with your cupful of sake or bowlful of rice. 

Eating is believing

Culinary quest in Hokuriku
Enjoy your first experience with Hokuriku food to the fullest extent

Chapter III

Part 1. Traditional fermented foods
Saba-no-Heshiko with Koshihikari brand rice from Fukui

Fugu-no-Ko-no-Nukazuke from Ishikawa

Kurozukuri from Toyama
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of in connection with their dietary habits. The production of soya sauce and miso 
that are so well-loved by the Japanese people, as well as cheese and a variety of 
alcoholic beverages involve the fermentation process. Vegetable pickles, also 
made by the fermentation process, are found everywhere in Japan, but 
fermented fish are something rather unique to Hokuriku. They are indeed the 
“Ultimate Delicacy of Hokuriku” that is produced through the fine combination of 
quality raw materials, the master techniques of the people who make them and 
time-honored expertise in preserving food.  

Optimal climate for fermentation
Why have fermented food products developed so well in Hokuriku? The major 

reasons are an optimal environment, abundant raw materials and the 
temperament of the people. It snows rather heavily and the snow stays on the 
ground for many days. This hard winter is favorable for food fermentation 
because of the constant low temperature. Hokuriku shores have been rich 
grounds for fishing for centuries and something had to be done to take advantage 
of the abundant catch. Rice cultivation has been widespread, meaning that 
quality rice malt and rice bran are easily available. Another essential ingredient, 
salt, was also in abundance. There used to be many salterns until they 
disappeared in the face of more cost competitive imports. And most important is 
the temperament of the Hokuriku people. They are known for their 
perseverance. Our ancestors in Hokuriku must have developed these 
fermentation techniques through hard-work and a lot of trial and error.  

Fermented specialties of Hokuriku thus prepared were presented to the 
imperial court and the shogunate, where they were appreciated as rare first-rate 
delicacies.  The fermented food also served as a precious source of protein to 
villagers living in remote mountain areas; precious because 
Buddhism prohibited eating meat from “anything that walks on 
four legs.” Fishermen traded for daily necessities and other 
items. For the people of Hokuriku, fermented food is an 
inseparable part of their life. Today, you can have the luxury of 
enjoying such a precious food.  

There are many different types of fermented foods. In terms 
of the raw materials, they can be grouped into three types: (i) 
rice malt or rice-based, (ii) rice bran paste-based, and (iii) salt-
based. The three prefectures of Hokuriku line up side by side, 
and so they have some fermented foods in common and some 
others that are local.  

Chapter III  Culinary quest in H
okuriku     Enjoy your first experience w

ith H
okuriku food to the fullest extent

All three prefectures of Hokuriku produce quality 
rice, many of which are famous brands 

Kabura-zushi, a typical winter delicacy in Ishikawa and Toyama

This salt was made the traditional way in a saltern in the 
region of Okunoto 
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Rice malt-based fermented food that combines 
sweetness and richness

One of the best-known rice malt-based fermented foods is Kabura-
zushi. It is sometimes called a local food of Ishikawa Prefecture, but it is 
also made in a region of Toyama Prefecture. It is a kind of Nare-zushi 
(rice malt-fermented fish and rice), which is said to be the original form 
of today’s sushi. To make Kabura-zushi, turnip is soaked in salt, cut into 
chunks, and cuts are then made to the turnip chunks.  Slices of salted 
fish are placed into the cuts and they are soaked in rice malt for about 
one week. Amberjack is the most popular fish for Kabura-zushi in 
Ishikawa, while salmon and mackerel are also used in Toyama. Kabura-
zushi can be prepared only in the wintertime and is almost a must for 
the auspicious occasion of New Year holidays. Some who try it for the 

first time are shocked by the appearance because the sushi is served with rice 
malt on it (not rinsed off). Once they try it, however, they are drawn into the 
richness and sourness of the rice malt, the crunchy turnip and the mouthful of 
umami that the fish produces, all coming together in perfect combination.  

The origin of Kabura-zushi is not clear. Some say that in old times amberjack 
was a luxury only the samurai class was allowed to enjoy, and so the common 
people in town made Kabura-zushi to hide the fish meat in the cuts of the turnip. 
Similar to Kabura-zushi is Daikon-zushi which features radish and pickled dried 
herring.  This was more common for 
common-class people. Both were 
made at home in former times, but 
t oday  they  a re  commerc i a l l y 
produced by vegetable pickles 
makers and others and are readily 
available at department stores and 
specialty food shops. Some traditional 
restaurants and sake pubs also serve 
these local specialties. Come to 
Hokur iku and enjoy the loca l 
delicacies where they are prepared.  

Besides Kabura-zushi, Hokuriku 
offers many other varieties of Nare-
zushi.  While they may look almost 
the same and are prepared in almost the same way, each of the three Hokuriku 
prefectures has its own Nare-zushi using different fish species etc. For instance, 
the Daimon district of Imizu City, Toyama is famous for its Ayu-zushi (ayu sweet 
fish), the former Notomachi area of Notocho Town, Ishikawa is known for its Aji-
no-Susu (horse mackerel), and Saba-no-Nare-zushi (mackerel) is prepared in the 
winter in Fukui and in the summer in Toyama.  They should all surprise you 
with a savor that mixes the flavor of matured fish umami and the richness of 
rice malt. They are not available all year round, but are well worth looking for.  

A whole fish pickled in rice bran paste is an exquisite specialty
Now, let us introduce to you fermented foods prepared with rice bran paste.  

Non-sliced pickled fish soaked in rice bran paste may appear somewhat “weird” 
at first look. Some stores sell the pickled fish one by one out of pails filled with 
rice bran paste. Put it in your mouth to reveal a flavor you can’t find anywhere 
else.  The taste is rather “strong and lasting” (meaning “salty” in the Ishikawa 

Some fermented foods require 
several years to mature

Daikon-zushi is a popular homemade sushi

Saba-no-Nare-zushi is a rice bran paste-based 
pickled mackerel from Obama City, Fukui
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dialect).  It goes very well with a bowl of steamed rice or a cup of sake. It can be 
eaten in different ways. Some prefer eating it just by cutting it into slices with 
no further treatment. Others like to warm it up over a charcoal fire. The rice 
bran can be either rinsed off or eaten together with the fish. Find out your 
preferred style by trying out all of the possibilities. It can even be used as an 
ingredient in Western dishes, like as a substitute for 
anchovy. And what is good about this fermented food 
is its long life. You can buy it all year around. The 
preparation method is essentially the same for all 
kinds of fish. First, the fish guts and head are 
removed and the fish body is washed. Then, it is 
salted and is left to “rest” for six months to one year 
in a bed of rice bran paste seasoned by hot peppers 
and other “secret ingredients.” 

Rice bran pickled fish is called different things in 
the three Hokuriku prefectures.  It is called Heshiko 
in Fukui, and either Konka-zuke or Nuka-zuke in 
Ishikawa and Toyama. The fish also varies widely. 
The most representative may be the Saba-no-Heshiko 
(mackerel) for which the Wakasa region of Fukui 
Prefecture enjoys national fame. The mackerel head 
is not chopped off and the whole fish is soaked in rice 
bran paste. Large ones are over 30 centimeters in 
length. This product is available in department stores, local specialty stores and 
even at highway rest area shops. You may want to buy a whole or a half fish 
pack. Perhaps first you might try a rice ball with pieces of Heshiko inside.  

Famous in Ishikawa and Toyama is Konka-Iwashi (pickled sardine in rice bran 
paste). It is reasonably priced and is enjoyed as a fermented food by everybody.  
Locals in the Noto region of Ishikawa Prefecture prepare a Bega-nabe pot dish, 
cooking Konka-Iwashi with vegetables and mushrooms in a stew of sake lees.  
People who live at the foot of Mt. Hakusan in Ishikawa Prefecture enjoy a winter 

pot dish called Ijiiji-nabe, stewing 
vegetable pickles with Konka-Iwashi. 
The fermented fish was a precious 
source of protein when the sea got 
rough or among the villagers in 
remote mountain areas.  

In addition to mackerels and 
sardines, people in Hokuriku use 
blowfish, herrings, filefish and squid 
to make rice bran paste-based 
p ick les .  They a l l  produce the 
intricate harmony of fish umami and 
fermentation richness that is so 
unique to Hokuriku.  

Salt produces delicacies and seasonal dishes
And we cannot forget salt, the most basic material for preserved foods. The 

rice malt- and rice bran paste-based pickles we mentioned above are prepared, 
as a first step, by salting the raw material.  

The best-known fermented food based on salt is Shiokara (heavily salted, 
fermented viscera of marine animals). Shiokara made of squid viscera is the most 

Chapter III  Culinary quest in H
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Konka-Iwashi sold with rice bran paste on it

Heshiko is also good if made into 
an Oshi-zushi (pressed sushi)

Sake lovers find it difficult to refuse Saba-no-Heshiko
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common. There is no squid fishing town in Japan that does not 
produce squid Shiokara. Toyama, however, has produced a 
rather unique squid Shiokara called Kurozukuri. 

As the name suggests (“kuro” means black), it is a black 
Shiokara because it has squid sepia in it. It is prepared more or 
less in the same manner as standard squid Shiokara. Pretreated 
squid skin (meat) and viscera are mixed with sepia, and the 
mixture is left to ferment for about a week. The squid sepia 
contains umami components such as glutamic acid and amino 
acid. Accordingly, Kurozumi provides a more profound richness 
than common squid Shiokara, which attracts a number of 
Kurozumi enthusiasts. One bite, and you will be able to feel the 
gorgeous flavor of fully-matured umami fill your mouth, from 
quality squid. Watch out, it is “addictive.” The natural wealth of 
the Japan Sea and the wisdom of our ancestors have worked 
together to bring about this blessing. 

Another fermented food that has the honorable reputation as 
one of the three exquisite delicacies of Japan is Konowata, the 
salted intestines of sea cucumber. Nanao Bay on the Noto 
Peninsula in Ishikawa hosts a good number of sea cucumbers 
and the area is famous for Konowata production. The intestines 
of sea cucumbers that are caught in winter are taken out 
carefully. They are washed thoroughly until the sand is removed 
and are then salted and left to ferment for about one week. 
Konowata thus produced is a mouth-watering delicacy for sake 
lovers, as the salty air of the sea that brings Konowata lures 
them to ask for another cup.  

And that’s not all. Gyosho (fish sauce) is a seasoning made by 
the fermentation of fish. While you may have heard of Shottsuru 
from Akita and NAMPLA from Thailand, the fish sauce 
Hokuriku is proud of is Ishiri from Noto. Squid guts or fish such 
as sardine or mackerel are salted and are left to ferment for 
about nine months to make the sauce. The local people tend to 
call it Ishiri or Ishiru if squid guts are used and Yoshiru if fish is 
the raw material, but the distinction is not necessarily clear. 
According to a study, the umami components contained in Ishiri 
are twice as strong as those of standard soya sauce. Ishiri adds a 

deep taste to dishes. One typical dish for which Ishiri is famous is Ishiru-no-Kai-
yaki (shell baked with Ishiru sauce), that is, fish and other seafood placed on a 
large seashell with mushrooms and cooked over an open fire. Ishiri is however 
not reserved to such local fancy dishes. Many people use it in their normal meals 
of curry rice or fried rice. More recently, some use it in the cooking of Italian or 
French foods. Its uses are unlimited.  

Blowfish ovaries, an amazing food that detoxifies 
Ovaries with roes are toxic organs in blowfish, but you can enjoy them thanks 

to the magic of fermentation here in Hokuriku. In fact, Fugu-no-Ko-no-Nukazuke 
(rice bran paste-based salted blowfish roe) has almost no parallel among the 
fermented foods of the entire world. It is the ultimate fermented food involving 
salt, rice bran paste and Ishiri all at work together. Microorganisms are 
considered to detoxify the blowfish organ in the course of fermentation, although 
the detoxification mechanism has not been clearly understood. This delicacy is 

Kurozukuri literally means black

Ishiru-no-Kai-yaki is a blessing from 
the natural beauty of Noto
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given a special status under the national 
regulations on eating blowfish. Only licensed 
producers in Ishikawa are allowed to make it, 
and it is indeed laborious and time-consuming 
work. First the ovaries with roe are soaked in 
concentrated salt water (concentration is 35 to 
40% or about ten times as thick as sea water) 
for a period of one year. Then they are 
washed and placed inside a pail filled with rice 
bran paste. Avoiding contact with air, they are 
left for more than another year, with the 
gentle pouring of Ishiru along the edge of the 
pail once in a while. After no toxicity is 
discovered through scientific testing, the 
product is shipped and served in slices with or 
without heating. It is extremely salty and 
should be enjoyed little by little with a sip of 
sake in between. It is also good with steamed rice. Today, it is available vacuum-
packed and hence all year round. Many sake pubs have it. Please give it a try.

Hokuriku, a paradise for lovers of fermented food 
Speaking about sushi, Masu-no-sushi (trout sushi) from Toyama is nationally 

famous. Many believe that this sushi was originally a Narezushi (fermented sushi) 
of trout and rice and was changed to the contemporary Hayazushi style (vinegar-
added but unfermented fast-food version) during the Edo Period (differing views 
exist). There are enough Masu-no-sushin producers in Toyama to form a 
cooperative. The taste varies from one to another. You may want to try more 
than one to make a comparison. You may also want to imagine how it tasted in 
the years back when it was a fermented sushi.   

Last but not least, we should not forget that sake is also a child of 
fermentation.  Hokuriku is blessed with cold winters, moderate humidity and 
abundant quality water, the three essential requirements to 
produce good sake. Each brewery is proud of its unique taste, 
and you have a large variety of brands to choose from.  Sake 
pubs and traditional restaurants have a stock of many local 
brands. We hope you will try as many as possible.  

The happiness of sipping sake with bites of rich-tasting fermented foods is always there in Hokuriku, a 
paradise for lovers of fermented foods. You will become one once you come to Hokuriku and try some of 
these foods for yourself.  

Chapter III  Culinary quest in H
okuriku     Enjoy your first experience w

ith H
okuriku food to the fullest extent

Masu-no-sushi, presumably fermented in old daysHokuriku master brewers know how 
to make good sake

Every sake brewery has its own unique 
taste

Fugu-no-Ko-no-Nukazuke is still made the traditional way
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This is the Ikuji district of Kurobe City in Toyama. The old port town has 
many fountains of water that come from the subsoil streams of the Kurobe River. 
In the Ikuji district alone, there are 20 such fountains that bear the local name of 
Shozu. In addition, many families have water wells dug in their yards and some 
of them have declined to be connected to the city’s public water works.  

Surprisingly enough, each fountain water tastes different. According to Ms. 
Kiyomi Komeya, an official Ikuji town walking guide, many local residents can 
tell which fountain the water is from if the test samples are all kept at the same 
temperature, say, 11 degrees Celsius. “Everybody of course claims his/her Shozu 
is the best. I know of no other communities that are so deeply committed to the 
taste of water as ours,” she says.  

Chapter III Culinary quest in Hokuriku

The deep snow that falls over Tateyama, Hakusan and the other high mountains of Hokuriku melts and 
forms river streams and subsoil water that nourish the villages and towns. The subsoil water absorbs 
minute quantities of minerals, which make it ideal for making good sake and for preparing delicious foods 
and dishes. The geographical advantage of Hokuriku, from the perspective of good quality water, is the 
presence of many rapid currents and alluvial fans. Let us now explore the close relationship between the 
good water and delicious foods of Hokuriku. 

Toyama

quality water makes quality foods
Part 2. Snow-mountain water: 

The quality water makes the rustic sweet so tasty

(left) Mt. Hakusan has been admired as a god of water since old days
(top right) The water fountain of the Zemmeiji Temple springs out of a subsoil stream of the Kurobe River (Ikuji district of Kurobe City)
(bottom right) Early summer in the Gorge of the Kuzuryu River, which originates in Mt. Hakusan

Shozu at Shimizuan was reportedly 
named by the haiku poet Matsuo 
Basho
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A popular food that takes advantage of the tasty water is Mizu-dango (rice 
dumpling). Rice powder and potato starch are mixed in hot water, kneaded, 
steamed and pounded. The cake thus prepared is made into a stick-like shape, 
cut to bite size, cooled in cold water and served covered in Kinako soybean flour. 
This sweet is simple and rustic but the water used in making it is entirely from 
Ikuji.

Mizu-dango is served, among other things, at the “Yasumi-dokoro Ai,” a rest 
house run by a community revitalization volunteer group named Ikuji Ai-no-kai, 
of which Ms. Komeya is a member. Eating rice dumpling sweets has been an old 
tradition in the area; the community maternity hospital serves what is called 
Mikka-dango (literally, three days of rice dumpling sweets) in the belief that the 
dumpling helps the mother to produce enough milk to feed the baby.  

The smiling faces of the Ikuji Ai-no-kai members that shine as fresh as the 
water of Ikuji are drawing an increasing number of visitors and repeaters to 
“Ikuji, the town of Shozu.” 

Yasumi-dokoro Ai
TEL：090-8263-3781

The Hakusan mountain range supplies water to a vast area of Central Japan, 
north and westward to the Japan Sea through the Tedori River (Ishikawa), the 
Kuzuryu River (Fukui) and the Shogawa River (Toyama), and southward to the 
Pacific Ocean through the Nagara River (Gifu and other prefectures). It is no 
wonder that Mt. Hakusan has been worshipped as a god of water over centuries.  

The three mountain villages of Gokayama (Toyama), Shirakawago (Gifu) and 

Ainokaze Toyama Railway Line

Yasumi-dokoro
Ai

Ikuji 
Nakabashi Sakana-no-Eki

Ikuji

Zenmyoji Temple
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Ishikawa A dish that knows no parallel, blessed by the indigenous 
materials nurtured by the subsoil water of Mt. Hakusan

Yasumi -doko ro 
A i  i s  o p en  o n 
Saturdays (closed 
i n  D e c e m b e r 
through March).  
Ho souch i -men 
noodle (200 yen). 
T h e  v o l u n t e e r 

group “does not seek profit” but what a bargain 
price. Only served in June through September 

(left) Denko is next to the Michi-no-Eki (highway rest 
station) “Sena”
(right) The Tofu-zen (1,400 yen) plate menu includes: 
solid tofu sashimi, soba noodles with grilled Aburaage 
fried tofu on top, miso soup with Oboro-tofu and seasonal 
side dishes.  

Iku j i  Nakabashi ,  c lose to the 
Yasumi-dokoro Ai, is a swing bridge, 
rather uncommon in Japan, to allow 
ships to come into and leave the 
port. 

Members of Ikuji Ai-no-kai. From 
left: Ms. Yoshimi Noto, Ms. Kiyomi 
Komeya, and Ms. Sachiko Noto

Mizu-dango sweets (100 yen)
Only served in June through September
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Hakusanroku (Ishikawa) have joined hands to 
promote a local dish campaign named 
“Hakusan Hyakuzen” (Hundred Dishes of 
Hakusan). Each one of the participating 
restaurants has developed a creative plate 
menu that utilizes a variety of local foods 
nurtured by the tasty water from Mt. 
Hakusan. As of April 2018, membership 
includes 38 restaurants, offering 75 dishes. 
Here, let’s visit one of them, Denko, which 
serves home-made tofu dishes.  

This restaurant makes its own tofu using 
the subsoil water from Mt. Hakusan.   Tofu in 
this region is Kata-tofu, a heavy-weight and 
very firm tofu. It has a texture and flavor that 
no silken or cotton tofu can match. As the 
proverb goes, water is a life and death issue 
in making tofu. A huge quantity of water is 
used to hand make tofu and the tofu quality 
depends very much on the water quality. 
“When I came to this place as a young bride, 
the taste of the water caught me by surprise. 
I could make soup stock so easily, and cooked 
r ice was so good ,  and miso soup too .  
Everything I cooked with water tasted so 
delicious. I strongly suggest that you try the 
firm tofu sashimi first, without any seasoning. 
The subtle sweetness and the natural flavor 
of soybeans will fill your mouth. This feeling 

is something you do not experience with ordinary tofu made with ordinary 
water,” says Ms. Harue Deguchi, the Okami (madam maitre d’hôtel) of Restaurant 
Denko. 

The tofu making is done by her husband, Mr. Hiroshi Deguchi. He keeps select 
round soybeans soaked in water for over 30 hours to soften them, then steams 
and squeezes them under pressure. Then he sprays natural magnesium chloride 
to harden them slowly. The dish is a result of unsparing and time-consuming 
hard work, and a commitment to quality materials.   

Denko
TEL：076-256-7325

The Fukui Prefecture government has put into place the “Tasty Fukui Water” 
certification system for drinkable spring water. There were 35 such certified 
water sources as of July 2018…many of which are managed and maintained by 
the people in local communities. Their affection to the fountain water, their belief 
in sanctified water and their pride have preserved these fountains to this date.  

The central part of Echizen City (JR station Takefu and its environs) has many 
fountains because it sits on the alluvial fan of the Hino River that flows down to 
the basin on and under the ground. One of the most famous fountains is Oshozu-
Fudoson-no-Mizu. It is located in the city center and the water comes out 
continuously from a faucet shaped as the mouth of a dragon by the temple hall 
which is dedicated to Fudo-Myo-o (Acala deity). Some 50 to 60 people in the 
neighborhood visit the fountain to fetch water every day.  

Denko

Michi-no-Eki
Sena

Onabara

Setono

Fukui The quality water gives birth to a home-made 
soba noodle restaurant

Oshozu-Fudoson water

The restaurant’s spacious 
interior

The  swee t  “Tofu  Mon t 
Blanc”, in which the natural 
blessings of the mountain 
are condensed (410 yen) 

Subsoil water is used to wash the soybeans

Denko’s very firm tofu is not so hard and has a creamy 
texture. 

Select soybeans are steamed 
and squeezed
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Across the street from the Oshozu-Fudoson-no-Mizu is a 
soba noodle shop named Soba-seki Oshozu-an, which serves 
home-made soba known as “nine-to-one” soba because 9 parts 
of 100% Fukui-grown soba flour is mixed with 1 part of binder 
wheat flour. The water that is used to help knead the flour 
mix, to boil the noodles, to cool and rinse the boiled noodles 
and to prepare the dipping sauce is all from the Oshozu-
Fudoson fountain. Mr. Yukio Shimbo, owner chef of the 
restaurant, used to make soba as a hobby. So many people 
liked his soba that he opened the restaurant in 1998 at this 
place, which used to be a rest spot in the shopping street. “As 
long as the flour and water are good, anyone can make good 
soba. I would not have decided to open this soba restaurant if 
I had not been able to use this water,” explains Mr. Shimbo.  

The difference that the water makes can be best understood from the 
sobayu (the water in which soba noodles were boiled). It has a very light 
char-like savor. Mr. Shimbo recommends, “Please test it yourself by drinking 
it without adding the sauce to the sobayu as you would normally do.”

In the districts of Takefu and Imadate, Echizen City, there are many 
famous soba restaurants. The availability of good water must be the reason.

Oshozu-an
TEL:0778-21-5088

Oshozu-an

JR Takefu 
StationEchizen 

City Hall

Hino River
Fukui Railway
Echizen Takefu 
Station

JR Hokuriku 
Line
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Good quality water emphasizes the taste of all foods. Good water produces good rice, vegetables, fish and 
other materials. The subtle savor of mellow water encourages chefs to prepare better-tasting dishes.  
It is only natural that Hokuriku has so many delicious foods because Hokuriku is blessed with abundant 
good quality water.  

The Oroshi soba (cold soba with grated radish; 600 yen) of Oshozu-an runs down the throat 
smoothly, yet has a firm texture. 

Fountain water is taken into the restaurant 

Mr. Yukio Shimbo

Ojiga-ike is one of the certified sources of “Tasty Fukui Water”. It 
is very close to Kakyo Park in the Imadate district of Echizen City. 
The spot is well maintained as a small history museum.  

For further information:
* Kurobe City / Commerce and Tourism Section TEL: 0765-54-2111
* Hakusan City (Hakusan Hyakuzen) / Hakusan City Tourist Information Center TEL: 076-273-4851
* Echizen City / Echizen City Tourism and Master’s Work Information Desk TEL: 0778-24-0655
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Recently, geo-tours, or tours of topographical or geological spots that are important and interesting 
from an earth science perspective, have quietly been becoming popular. Hokuriku has three geoparks 
--- Dinosaur Valley Fukui Katsuyama Geopark and Hakusan Tedorigawa Geopark, Tateyama Kurobe 
Geopark --- that have been officially authorized by the Japan Geopark Committee of Geological Surveys of 
Japan. In addition, Hokuriku is blessed with many other landscapes that represent the dynamic “breathing 
and heart-beat” of Planet Earth. Now, let us take you to some of these fascinating spots in two parts: Part 1. 
Mountains and Part 2. Shorelines. The beauty of the scenery should not disappoint camera enthusiasts.  

Natural wonders of Hokuriku
Geo-tours: Feel the robust dynamism of the Hokuriku landscape

Chapter IV

Ryusogataki Falls (photo by: Yasunobu Yoshizawa) 
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Head for the mountains of Fukui to try your luck in finding 
alluvial gold and to look at the breath-taking elegant waterfall

The Asuwa River cuts across the city center of Fukui. Not many people know, 
however, that a little more upstream in the area of Ichinami, about half way up 
the length of the river, there is a chance to find alluvial gold. Further upstream 
there used to be many gold mines. If you are lucky enough, you will be able to 
experience the excitement of detecting a glittering grain.

Ryusogataki Falls drapes a lace curtain into Heko River, a tributary of Asuwa 
River.  The rock wall has many fine cracks and water is sprayed in all directions 
when it hits it, forming an ever-changing masterpiece of embroidery which 
makes you forget the summer heat. Ryusogataki Falls has been chosen as one of 
the One Hundred Waterfalls of Japan compiled by the Ministry of the 
Environment. Its elegant countenance attracts many camera enthusiasts.  
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From one of Japan’s best 100 waterfalls to giant rocks, 
the mountain ranges in Hokuriku have got everything

Part 1. Mountains

H o t  s p o t s  n e a r 
Echizen-Takada and 
Kowa-Shozu stations 
on the JR Etsumi 
Hokusen Line a t 
t he  i nne r  bends 
o f  Asuwa  R ive r .
(photo by:Yasunobu 
Yoshizawa)

Ryusogataki Falls is about 
60 meters high. The water 
runs down along the rock 
wall like a lace curtain. 
Near the plunge pool, it is 
cool even in mid-summer. 

Some 500 meters downstream 
from Ryusogataki Falls is a giant’s  
kettle that has been formed by 
fluvial erosion. In stark contrast 
to the waterfall, a wild dynamic 
atmosphere prevails here.  
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Experience the fun of geo-tours in Japan’s number-
one valley of dinosaurs

The Dinosaur Valley Fukui Katsuyama Geopark covers the entire area of 
Katsuyama City and the main concept is built around dinosaurs and dinosaur 
fossils. About 80% of dinosaur fossils so far 
discovered in Japan are from Katsuyama City, 
many of which are rare and important from an 
academic point of view.  

You may be thinking you need to have a good 
amount of knowledge of geology and topography 
if you really want to appreciate natural wonders. 
Just visit the Oyadani Hakusan Shrine in 
Heisenjicho, Katsuyama City and take a look at 
the huge rock.  You will be instantaneously 
drawn into the fascination of geo-tours.  

Take Hakusan Shirakawa-go White Road, and feel the 
Earth exhale through the flowing artesian hot spring well

The Hakusan Tedorigawa GeoPark covers the entire area of Hakusan City and 
is divided into the three zones of: “Mountain and Snow”, “River and Valley” and 
“Sea and Alluvial Fan” represented by Mt. Hakusan, the Tedorigawa River and 
the Japan Sea, respectively. The main theme of the geopark is the natural 
circulation of water through these zones. A tour of the geopark shows the 
history of the Earth and the involvement of living creatures including us humans. 
Hakusan Shirakawa-go White Road is a toll highway that connects Ishikawa with 
Gifu Prefecture, passing through the Mountain and Snow zone over a distance of 

This huge presence on the premises 
of the Oyadani Hakusan Shrine 
was carried here by an avalanche 
resulting from the collapse of Mt. 
Kyogatake. The rock is about 25 
meters high. 

At the Katsuyama Dinosaur Park, you 
can try dinosaur fossil excavation. 
The Fukui Prefectural Dinosaur 
Museum is also located in the Park. 

Flowing artesian wells and 
nascent wells are visible 
right by Ubagataki Falls 

Footbath at the 
Oyadani-no-Yu hot 
spa by Ubagataki 
Falls

Hakusan Shirakawa-go White Road 
runs through a precipitous mountain 
area
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33.3 kilometers at altitudes ranging between 600 and 1,450 meters above sea. You 
can drive through the otherwise hard-to-access mountain areas and enjoy many 
waterfalls including the Ubagataki Falls (one of the One Hundred Waterfalls of 
Japan) and other natural wonders. The Oyadani-no-Yu mixed bathing hot spa 
(footbath also available) that faces Ubagataki Falls and a flowing artesian well of 
hot water are evidences that Mt. Hakusan is an active volcano. 

Expedition to Japan’s tallest waterfall and another face of Mt. Tateyama
The Tateyama Kurobe Alpine Route is located in the Tateyama Area, one of 

the twelve areas that form the Tateyama Kurobe Geopark. To the south of this 
route extends a vast basin called Tateyama Caldera, which was formed by 
centuries of erosion. Even today, landslides occur frequently, making this area 
very dangerous and hardly accessible. From a geological standpoint, however, 
Tateyama Caldera is important and has been included in the One Hundred 
Geosites in Japan. The sabo (mudslide control) work that began more than a 
century ago continues to this date and no entry is allowed into the area except 
through one of the field trips organized by the Tateyama Caldera Sabo Museum 
several times in summer and autumn.  The course which includes a ride on the 
service tram is particularly popular; the participants are usually selected by 
lottery.  

To the north of the Alpine Route stretches a deep gorge that has been cut by 
the Shomyo River, a tributary of the Joganji River which originates in Tateyama 
Caldera. Steep rock cliffs named “Akushiro-no-Kabe” as tall as 500 meters 
continues for about 2 kilometers until they hit the Shomyodaki Falls, the tallest 
waterfall in Japan at 350 meters. The water still keeps eroding the plateau at the 
foot of Mt. Tateyama, slowly retreating upstream.  
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The water of Shomyodaki Falls 
drops 350 meters in four sections. 
The flow rate exceeds 100 tons a 
second at peak times.  

Rugged terrain of Tateyama Caldera (accessible through participation in a field trip organized by the 
museum; ask the museum for the schedule)  

It takes 40 minutes to climb to 
the peak of Mt. Sanboiwadake 
(alt. 1,736 m) from the parking 
lot located at the highest point of  
Hakusan Shirakawa-go White Road 
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Trekking around the mouth of Japan’s deepest gorge 
that is open to a limited number of people

Kurobe Gorge is the deepest V-shaped gorge in Japan, separating the 
Tateyama and Ushiro-Tateyama Mountain Ranges. Formed by the erosive action 
of the Kurobe River, this steep gorge is hard to access and is one of the few truly 
“hidden” regions in Japan. A trek around Hinokidaira Station, the last stop on the 
Kurobe Gorge Railway will allow you to enjoy the spectacular views of 
Sarutobikyo gorge, Babadani-Jigoku hot water wellhead and other natural 
wonders reserved for rarely-visited spots.  

Nearby are the Babadani Onsen and Kanetsuri Onsen where you can bathe in 
an open-air hot spa to relieve your stress. 

長野

富山
高岡

七尾

金沢 東
海
北
陸
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Oyadani Hakusan Shrine
Asuwa River
Alluvial gold

Ryusogadaki Falls

Katsuyama 
Dinosaur Forest

Kurobe Gorge

Shomyodaki Falls

Tateyama Caldera

Hakusan Shirakawa-go
White Road

At the “secret” Babadani Onsen, dig a 
hole anywhere in the riverside and you’
ll get hot water. A mountain lodge is the 
only available accommodation, which 
also offers its onsen to day guests.  

Sarutobikyo Gorge was so named because it is so narrow that monkeys (saru) can jump across (tobi). 
It is specially designated as both a place of scenic beauty and a natural monument. 

A Kurobe Gorge Railway train 
passes the Shin-Yamabiko Bridge

Contacts: 
* Alluvial gold in Asuwa River / Fukui City Museum of Natural History
 TEL: 0776-35-2844
* Ryusogadaki Falls / Ikedacho Town Office (Extraordinary Policy Section)
 TEL: 0778-44-8210
* Dinosaur Valley Fukui Katsuyama Geopark / Katsuyama City Government 

(Geopark Community Planning Section)
 TEL: 0779-88-1111
* Hakusan Tedorigawa Geopark / Hakusan Tedorigawa Geopark Promotion Council
 TEL: 076-274-9564
* Tateyama Caldera / Tateyama Caldera Sabo Museum
 TEL: 076-481-1160
* Shomyodaki Falls / Tateyama Town Tourism Association
 TEL: 076-462-1001
* Kurobe Gorge / Kurobe City Government (Commerce, Industry and Tourism 

Section)  TEL: 0765-54-2111, Kurobe Gorge Railway TEL: 0765-62-1011
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Did you know Toyama has a beach where precious 
stones drift ashore? 

Commonly known as “Jade Beach,” the Miyazaki-Sakai Beach of Asahimachi 
Town, Toyama has jade gemstones which drift ashore. You should look for white 
rough-surfaced hard stones with a sort of transparency. However some jade 
stones are green and others are neither white nor green. And it’s not just jade 
stones. You can lose track of time, collecting the other beautiful stones that are 
in abundance on the beach.  

Chapter IV Natural wonders of Hokuriku
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The Hokuriku shorelines abounds with in 
nature’s formative designs, some surreal

Part 2. Shorelines

On holidays, many people come to look for 
precious stones on the “Jade Beach.”

Charming stones you can find 
on Miyazaki Beach (including 
jade if you are lucky)

Jade is a gemstones that has been 
found and treasured in Japan since 
ancient times. It is heavy and hard, 
and its appraisal is quite difficult 
for a lay person.  Asahimachi has a 
number of gemologists registered to 
the town’s tourism association, who 
take groups of visitors on gemstone 
discovery tours. 
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Toyama Bay has two mysterious natural phenomena: 
a mirage and a buried forest.

Mirages appears in Toyama Bay rather frequently, mostly in spring time.  The 
Uozu Buried Forest is an old growth forest of cedars estimated to be some 2,000 
years old, which is now under water. It is believed that the forest was covered 
by the mud and sand that was washed away by the flooding of the Katakai 
River, followed by a rise in sea level. Neither the mirages nor the buried forest 
are particularly unique to Toyama Bay, but their scale and fame can be said to 
be number one in Japan (Uozu Buried Forest is among the One Hundred 
Geosites in Japan).  

At the Uozu Buried Forest Museum, you can watch filmed mirages, touch 
salvaged and dried cedar roots, and observe in a pool the buried forest preserved 
as it was discovered under water.  

Why are there so many strange-shaped islands and cliffs 
in the Uchiura (or inner sea) of the Noto Peninsula?

Mitsukejima Island (also known as Gunkan-jima or warship island), a point of 
interest in Oku Noto, is made up of diatomaceous earth, a sediment of 
phytoplankton. In the Noto Peninsula, there are many spots where diatomaceous 

earth is exposed. Beside Mitsukejima 
Island, similarly unique towering 
island shapes are found near Wakura 
Onsen and Notojima Island. Such 
strange islands were formed because 
diatomaceous earth is soft and fragile.  

Diatomaceous earth is an excellent 
material for stoves and firebricks. Noto 
Peninsula has the largest reserve in 
Japan and Noto Diatomaceous Earth 
has been included in the One Hundred 
Geosites in Japan. 

The buried forest is witness to the dynamism of Earth

Commonly called Gunkanjima because of its shape, 
the scenic beauty of Mitsukejima in Oku Noto is made 
entirely of diatomaceous earth. 

Toyama Bay is famous for the appearance of mirages
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“Secret” geo spots that even Ishikawa citizens know little about
Located in the Sea and Alluvial Fan Zone of the 

Hakusan Tedorigawa Geopark, the Hakusan Mikawa 
Subsoil Water Group is a spot known for quality 
water that is included in the 100 Exquisite and Well-
Preserved Waters of the Heisei Era by the Ministry 
of the Environment. Water that originates from Mt. 
Hakusan goes underground on its way to the sea and 
comes to the surface as water springs in Mikawa. 
Five such fountains undergo regular official quality 
tests  to  be made ava i lab le  for  f ree publ ic 
consumption (on rare occasions, water may not be 
drinkable according to test results).

Some 30 kilometers away from Mikawa along the 
Japan Sea coast is Katano beach which belongs to 
Kaga City. There you will find Choja-Yashiki-Ato 
(literally, ruins of a millionaire’s mansion), an 

The Sotoura (or outer sea) of Noto Peninsula offers a 
series of breathtaking

landscapes Situated on the western side of the Noto Peninsual, Noto Kongo is 
a beautiful scene in the Noto Hanto Quasi-National Park, consisting of strange 
and odd-looking rocks that form a cliff coast with a length of about 30 kilometers. 
The place acquired nationwide fame when the movie “Zero Focus” based on the 
novel of same title by Seicho Matsumoto was filmed there. In stark contrast to 
the wild rock walls of Ganmon, Hatagoiwa and Yase-no-Dangai, the elegant 
Masuhogaura Beach is decorated with white sand and green pine trees.  

Going further southward, you will reach the Chirihama Beach Driveway. The 
sand beach is compact enough to allow ordinary non-4WD passenger cars as well 
as buses and bicycles. The sand is fine and contains the right amount of 
seawater. This is the only sand beach in Japan where vehicles are permitted.  
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Hatagoiwa is a pair of 
rocks, sometimes called 

“Futami of Noto” an 
allusion to the famous 
Meoto Iwa of Futami, 
Mie. Sunset at dusk is 
just gorgeous.  

Choja-Yashiki-Ato has many oddly-shaped rocks in agglomeration

Ganmon, the symbol 
of Noto Kongo, is a 
natural tunnel formed 
by abrasion. The tunnel 
is 6 meters wide, 15 
meters high and 60 
meters long.  

One of the world’s three sand 
beaches where cars are allowed. 
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agglomeration of tuff stones of strange shapes resulting from abrasion. The place 
was so named because the discovery of fractions of Haji- and Sue-style 
earthenware dating to the Nara Period led to an explanation that a wealthy 
family of the time lived in this place. Today, some people call the spot 
“Cappadocia of Japan,” which is a comparison well made.  

The Tojinbo columnar joint is one of the world’s 
three such gigantic joints.

Tojinbo is a series of some 25-meter high dacite cliffs that have been formed 
by the abrasion of sea waves. The rocks that look like bundles of pillars are 
termed columnar joints which were formed by the contraction of magma in the 
process of cooling down and solidifying. There are only two other columnar joints 
of this scale in the world. Tojinbo is a national natural monument and a scenic 
beauty. 

The nearby area called Echizen Matsushima comprises many isles with 
columnar joints. The joints stick out in different directions; the whole area looks 
like an open-air museum of columnar joints. One such isle, Gumijima, has a place 
where columnar joints have fallen to horizontal positions. They present 
themselves as a stairway that Mother Nature has constructed.   

Wakasa Bay, the best place to end your geo-tour in Hokuriku
Mikata Goko is the name given to the group of 5 lakes in the Mikata region of 

Fukui that were formed by fault activity. The salt content of lake water differs 
from one lake to another, ranging from sweet water to sea water. Accordingly, 
the biota is different and, if you take an view from Mt. Baijodake (observation 
deck of the Mikata Goko Rainbow Line toll road) you will notice subtle but 

Yasumaru Exquis i te Water ,  a 
fountain belonging to the Hakusan 
Mikawa Subsoil Water Group

Tojinbo, a series of columnar joint 
cliffs, is truly world class in scale and 
is a leading geo-spot in Hokuriku.

The columnar joints on Gumijima Isle in 
Echizen Matsushima looks like a stairway 
created by Nature. (photo by: Yasunobu 
Yoshizawa)
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definite differences in the colors of the five lakes. Mikata Goko is a national scenic 
beauty and belongs to the Wakasa Wan Quasi-National Park. It is also a Ramsar 
site pursuant to the international treaty for the conservation and sustainable use 
of wetlands.  

The site of scenic beauty called Daimon and Shomon of Sotomo, a specially 
designated area within the Wakasa Wan Quasi-National Park was created by the 
fall of biotite granitite joints after years of abrasion. The magnificent piece of 
object art carved by sea waves is indeed overwhelming.  
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We hope you have enjoyed your geo-tour of Hokuriku. A scenic beauty is much more than just a “nice 
place to look at” if you know even a little about its origin and evolution.  
So, now you know that Hokuriku has many points of interest that are number one in Japan and among the 
best in the world.  
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Small boats can pass through 
Daimon of Sotomo. 

Mikata Goko as seen from the 
observation deck presents five 
different lakes water colors, 
because of the differences in 
salt content.

Contacts: 
* Asahi Town Office (Commerce, Industry and Tourism Section)
 TEL: 0765-83-1100
* Uozu Buried Forest Museum
 TEL: 0765-22-1049
* Mitsukejima Island / Suzu City Government (Tourism and Exchange Section)
 TEL: 0768-82-7776
* Noto Kongo / Shika Town Office (Commerce, Industry and Tourism Section)
 TEL: 0767-32-1111
* Chirihama Beach / Hakui City Government (Commerce, Industry and Tourism Section)
 TEL: 0767-22-1118
* Hakusan Tedorigawa Geopark Promotion Council
 TEL: 076-274-9564
* Kaga City Tourism Information Center  KAGA Tabi Machi Net
 TEL: 0761-72-6678
* Tojinbo & Echizen Matsushima / Sakai City Mikuni Tourism Association
 TEL: 0776-82-5515
* Wakasa Mikata Goko Tourism Association
 TEL: 0770-45-0113
* Sotomo / Obama City Government (Commerce, Industry and Tourism Section)
 TEL: 0770-53-1111
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Goodbye stress [Tateyama Mountain Forest Therapy Base]
If you walk through a forest, your stress will go away and your body and soul 

are heeled.  Forests that scientific data show to have this effect are officially 
certified as Forest Therapy Bases by the Forest Therapy Society, an 
incorporated NPO. We learned about the forest therapy base certified for the 
first time in Hokuriku in the mountains of Tateyama, and visited there to try 
their therapy.  

Our guide was one of the forest therapists and forest therapy guides who are 
registered at the base. There are six routes called Therapy Trails at this base. 
The longest is over ten kilometers and is almost like a trekking course. The 
therapy trail we were taken on is called the “Trail of Streams and Forest” (about 
three kilometers long) that includes an interesting spot called Hyakkenname 
where clear water currents flow over a gigantic rock. There are some stairs to 
climb but the trail was generally easy to walk.  

Good food and the silly things girls do --- girls-only travel is full of fun and excitement.  Our report of such 
an enjoyable trip in Hokuriku follows.

Have lipstick ‒ Will travel in Hokuriku
Soothe your body and soul
Fun that only a girl can have

Chapter V

Rental kimono are available in Kanazawa City (photo: courtesy of Kanazawa City Tourism Association) 

The water streams over 
Hyakkenname heel you. 

“Let’s get away”
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To receive effective forest therapy, you should open up all your five 
senses and feel it.  “The substances that the trees and other components 
of the forest emit leave a positive impact on your body,” we were told.  

“Please stop here and remain silent,” said our guide. Following her 
instructions, we listened carefully to the sound of the water, the 
murmuring of the tree leaves and the tweeting of the birds. As the 
pleasant smells of the forest entered into our bodies, our minds were 
opened. We were thoroughly relaxed by the time we left the base after 
a cup of soothing herb tea from the forest.  

Tateyama Mountain Forest Therapy Base　
Oyama Tourism Development Co., Ltd.　　TEL: 076-482-1311
Bookings are required for participation in the forest therapy program. An expert guide will be booked. 

Pray to the god of marriage in the forest [Keta Shrine]
Our next stop was Keta Shrine in Hakui City, Ishikawa Prefecture, which is a 

favorite place of worship for young girls waiting for courtship. A virgin forest known 
as Irazu-no-Mori (“Forest of No Trespassing”) surrounds the shrine halls and a serene 
majestic air prevails over the shrine, which lies by the Noto Peninsula coast. It is no 
wonder that the shrine is named Keta (full of air). It has a long history as being 
referred to in the Man’yoshu (a collection of Japanese poetry compiled in the 8th 
century). A stroll will take all your worries away. This is a truly powerful spot. 

Here the enshrined deity is Okuninushi-no-mikoto who successfully endured 
many ordeals and became united with a princess he fell in love with. We, like 
thousands of young ladies who visit this shrine every year, bought an omikuji 
(fortune-telling paper strip) and wished for a good match and a happy marriage. 
A Tsuitachi-Musubi (“First Encounter on the First Day of the Month”) event is 
held on the first day of every month, allowing the participants to receive prayers 
for a good match free of charge, at a worship hall designated as an important 
cultural property of Japan. A variety of amulets are available including the 
“amulet of air” and the “amulet of pure love.” This spot is full of history, with a 
forest and sea breezes.  This is an ideal place to make wishes for that very 
important page of your personal history. 

Keta Taisha Shrine　　Ku 1, Jikemachi, Hakui, Ishikawa　　TEL: 0767-22-0602
During the Matchmaking Festivals (Apr. 29 to May 5, Jul. 1 to Aug. 31), prayers for a good match are 
provided for free.

“First Encounter on the First Day of the Month” On the first day of every month, the first 100 visitors who come by 8:30 
a.m. are invited to take part in the monthly worship service (including Kagura dance, Norito benediction, Miko assistant 
priestess dance and Tamagushi offering). Requests for the O-Harai purification ritual (gratis) are accepted until 16:00 
(subject to earlier desk closure if all seats are filled). 

Place to wish for beauty and health [Keya Kurotatsu Shrine]
Keya Kurotatsu Shrine is a focus of increasing attention as a major power spot 

in Fukui.  Affectionately called “Kutotatsu-san” by the locals, the shrine is 

On the first day of every month, 
visitors can take part in the monthly 
worship service, on a first-come 
basis.

Irazu-no-Mori (literally, Forest of No 
Trespassing) is a Natural Monument 
of Japan

Worship hall of Keta Shrine (an 
Important Cultural Property of 
Japan) 
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Forest therapy to feel the power of 
the forest with all five senses

Ki-mamori (“Amulet of Air,” left) 
and Hikari-mamori (“Amulet of 
Light,” right) embrace the air 
that fill the shrine’s “Forest of 
No Trespassing”

The Musubi-Shin’en (“Sacred 
Garden for Matchmaking”) stone. It 
is said that placing a pebble on it 
will make a wish come true.

Votive wooden tablet with a 
heart-shaped design
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understood to have been built as the guardian deity of the Kuzuryu River. The 
enshrined deity is believed to possess the power to expel evil and to endow 
strength and wisdom. The Chikara-Mamori amulet is quite popular among young 
and old who are seeking strength, including determination, the opportunity to fall 
in love, a positive attitude and creative talent to expand their imagination. We, as 
ladies living in the new century, need to be powerful as well as beautiful; we did 
not have any second thoughts in receiving Chikara-Mamori for ourselves. The 
Bigan-Joju prayer service is also available for those who are interested in beauty, 
health and good luck. It is indeed hard for a girl to skip this stop-over. The 
special prayer service includes a gift called a Chikara Power Bracelet. There are 
plenty of reasons for girls to pay a visit to this shrine and power spot. 

Keya Kurotatsu Shrine　　8-1, Keya 3-chome, Fukui, Fukui　　TEL: 0776-36-7800

Unique glassware [Toyama Glass Studio]
At the Toyama Glass Studio, visitors six and older can enjoy the experience of 

making a piece of glass art of their own.
The Toyama Glass Studio is attached to the Toyama City Institute of Glass 

Art, Japan’s first public academic institution dedicated to glass art. The studio is 
also open to visitors who are interested in trying to create their own glass art. It 
is unique in that your instructor is a teacher or student of the Institute. In other 
words, they are an established or prospective professional glass artist. With their 
help, you can make your own piece of glass art, which naturally is the only one 
of its kind in the world. There is a special art production session for every 
season, so a second-time visitor will never be disappointed.  

You decide what you want to make, including deciding the design and the 
color. The artist/instructor gave us thoughtful advice and helped us throughout 
the entire process of heating, rotating and blowing.  

After your work, why not enjoy a short break at Glass Café Clie located in the 
complex.  Our recommendation is a cold drink and sweets, because they are 
served in glasses, glass cups and glass plates made by artists associated with the 
studio. You will hardly be able to wait until your precious piece is finished and in 
your hands.  

Toyama Glass Studio　　152 Furusawa, Toyama, Toyama　　TEL: 076-436-3322 (trial production)
Create your own piece by advanced booking. Blown glass course: 2,600 – 3,300 yen, paper weight: 
1,500 – 2,000 yen. Special prices for groups of ten or more. 

There are special trial production 
courses according to the season. The spacious and bright new studio opened in October 2012 welcomes visitors for trial art production.

Bigan-Joju amulets and Chikara-
Mamori amulets

Keya Kurotatsu Shrine is a favorite 
power spot for ladies wishing for 

“power.”

At Glass Café Clie, cold refreshments 
and sweets are served in glassware 
made by artists 
076-471-7299 (10:00 – 17:00, no 
regular holidays) 

“Let’s make some handcrafts”
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My own chopsticks [Wakasa lacquered chopsticks experience]
Obama City, Fukui Prefecture is the home of Wakasa lacquer ware. As 

far as lacquered chopsticks are concerned, Obama is said to have an 80% 
share of domestic production.  We learned that we can make our own 
chopsticks by ourselves, and hurried to Hashi-no-Furusato-Kan or the 
Hometown Hall of Chopsticks.  

Wakasa lacquer ware features the so-called inlay technique, that is, 
beautiful pieces of abalone shell or egg shell are set into many layers of Japanese 
lacquer. A process called “burnishing” brings out a variety of gorgeous designs 
formed by the shell pieces. We rushed impatiently to the “Trial Burnishing 
Corner.” There are ten burnishing machines and you can burnish your own pair of 
chopsticks for 500 yen. It takes about 15 minutes to finish. As you burnish, you 
will be amazed as a design that you never anticipated comes out. We learned for 
the first time that the lacquered chopsticks we find in stores are made in this way.  

Apart from the trial burnishing, you can also enjoy shopping (or just looking 
around), with many other lovely chopsticks on display and for sale. “Exquisite 
Wakasa chopsticks surely increase your appetite for exquisite dishes,” this is 
what I murmured, as I held in my hand the precious pair of chopsticks I had just 
made myself.    

Hashi-no-Furusato-Kan Wakasa　　8-1-3, Fukutani, Obama, Fukui　　TEL: 0770-52-1733
No booking required for trial burnishing (except for groups of 10 or more)

A taste of traditional Japanese culture
 [Trial preparation of traditional sweets]

At the Ishikawaken Kankou Bussankan close to Kenrokuen park in Kanazawa 
City, Ishikawa Prefecture, the “make-your-own-sweets” experience attracts a 
large crowd, which enjoys learning how to prepare wagashi (traditional Japanese 
sweets) from professional confectioners of well-known wagashi confectioneries. 

This event allows each participant to prepare three pieces of quality soft (non-
baked) wagashi in colors commensurate with the season, made from white bean 
paste kneaded with sugar, shaped using a cloth to squeeze the bean 
paste, a triangular stick, and a sieve. 

First take the right amount of beautifully colored sweet bean paste 
into your palm and use both hands to mold it into the right shape.  I got 
a little nervous and embarrassed because I was kind of clumsy. Finally I 
managed to form all three pieces. This lesson renewed my respect and 
admiration for the mastery of wagashi confectioners. All in all, it took 
some 40 minutes to finish. My pieces were not as good-looking as I had 
hoped, but they were my babies. You can take home the three pieces, 
plus another piece provided as a gift from the shop. The price for this 
experience is 1,230 yen, which is not bad at all because you also receive 
a coupon worth 500 yen for the souvenir shopping complex.  

The confections vary by season and by shop, so the next time you visit, the 
designs you make might be different! 

Wakasa lacquered chopsticks with 
gorgeously burnished designs 
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Before and after burnishing. 
Beautiful designs come out 
through burnishing.

A professional wagashi confectioner 
helps you make your own pieces.  

Ishikawaken Kankou Bussankan
2-20, Kenrokumachi, Kanazawa, Ishikawa
TEL: 076-222-7788
Wagashi experience events are held every 
day. Advanced bookings are recommended; 
you can confirm dates and times via the 
internet or telephone. For groups of 20 or 
more, a special session may be arranged on a 
weekday with advanced booking. 

You are taught to prepare 
three pieces of wagashi. 
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A unique therapy, not available anywhere else. Immerse 
your body into the blessings of water and hot springs
[Biofango therapy]

The onsen ryokan (hot spa inn) Sanrakuen sits in the Shogawa hot spring area 
by the Shogawa River that runs through the Tonami Plain in Toyama Prefecture. 
We heard news that the inn has an aesthetic salon, and what’s more, they offer a 

very interesting body-pack treatment called “biofango 
therapy”, using fango or hot spring mud. We hurried to visit 
the inn.

Hot spring areas like this one used to be for men, 
especially after dark. We visited there in the daytime and 
we saw many female visitors, probably because of the inn’s 
aesthetic salon named “Garden”.  

While their wide treatment menu included ordinary body-
packs and face-packs, we chose the “biofango therapy” that 
began in 2010. Fango means mud from hot springs.  Fango 
is prepared by pouring hot spring sourced water over mud 
for a period of more than three weeks. The minerals and 
other constituents of the hot spring water are condensed 
into the mud. The mud thus prepared is warmed up and 

applied to your body for pack treatment. This thermal biofango treatment is so 
warm that you can easily fall asleep. It was a very happy afternoon. They use as 
much as ten kilograms of the pack treatment material. What a luxury!. This 
treatment is said to be good for detox and the improvement of blood circulation.  

On weekdays, the low-priced set plan includes treatment and lunch. If you 
have more free time, there is a special lady’s overnight package that includes 
aesthetic and biofango treatments, kaiseki-style dinner targeted at ladies focused 
on beauty and health, as well as the room. Next time, we definitely plan to stay 
overnight in this wonderful hot spring inn.  

Aesthetics and Spa: Torigoe-no-Yado (literally, inn of migrating birds) Sanrakuen
839 Shogawamachi-Kanaya, Tonami, Toyama　　TEL: 0763-82-1260
Reservations for aesthetics and therapy: TEL: 0763-82-7711 (Garden)
Shogawa biofango therapy: 8,000 yen (45 minutes)+

Walk the old town in a kimono [Rent-a-kimono]
It’s a girl’s dream to walk the alleys of the old castle town Kanazawa clad in a 

kimono.  Kaga Yuzen Kaikan (literally, Kaga Yuzen Center) will make your 
dream come true.  

Instead of just trying on a kimono, I opted for the “Town walk in a kimono” 
course. More than 20 authentic Kaga Yuzen kimonos (which I could hardly afford 
to put on otherwise) are available and you can choose the one you like best. And 
of course, female assistants are there help dress you up. Tabi socks and zori 
sandals are included; you 
can just stop over during 
your journey and get fully 
dressed in a kimono.

If you take the one-hour 
rental service, you can reach 
Kenrokuen Park and come 

Biofango therapy uses mud with hot 
spring constituents condensed into it

At Sanrakuen, you can enjoy two 
different types of hot spring.

“Let’s become more beautiful”

Walk in a rental kimono 
for one or three hours
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back.  The three-hour service will allow you to go as far as the preserved old 
town district of Higashi Chayamachi without worrying about your kimono not 
completely fitting your body as you walk. Strolling in a kimono along the old 
streets of Kanazawa made me feel like part of this scene, and it was many times 
more pleasant than in my everyday clothes.  

The sensation and thrill of putting on a “real” Kaga Yuzen kimono is 
something that boys would never be able to understand.  

Kaga Yuzen Kaikan　　8-8, Koshomachi, Kanazawa, Ishikawa　　TEL: 076-224-5511
Kimono try-on (with a postcard): 2,000 yen (20 minutes)
Walk in rental kimono: 4,500 yen (1 hour)　6,000 yen (3 hours)
All include admission and postcard. No rental available on rainy or snowy days. Closed on Wednesdays 
and new year holidays. Yukatas are offered for rental instead of kimonos during the summer period.

A hot springs that makes you more beautiful [Hot Spring of Beauty]
Hot springs are good for you to remain healthy and pretty. I wanted to 

just relax in an open-air spa watching the sun set into the magnificent 
Japan Sea horizon, and so I visited the one-day spa facility Isaribi on the 
Echizen coast. One good thing about this facility is that all of the public 
baths face the Japan Sea. In particular, the sunset is simply majestic.  

One section of the spa facility has one indoor bath and one open-air bath. 
The other section has two of each. Every 15 days, the sections rotate 
between men and women.  Visit twice a month and enjoy them all; there is 
no gender discrimination here. The hot water is somewhat lubricious and 
you can feel your skin getting smooth. This is a legitimate “hot spring of 
beauty.” I almost forgot the passing of time and enjoyed my stay to the 
maximum. 

In the adjacent “Active House Echizen” there is a whirlpool, a swimming pool 
and a warm water pool that uses hot spring water. This is an ideal spot for 
fitness training and relaxation through swimming and hot spring bathing. 

Echizen Onsen Open-Air Bath “Isaribi”
71-335-1, Kuriya, Echizen-cho, Nyu-gun, Fukui　　TEL: 0778-37-2360
Admission: 510 yen (combined ticket with Active House Echizen swimming 
pools: 1,020 yen)
Opening hours: 11:00 – 22:00 on weekdays, 10:00 – 22:00 on Saturdays, 
Sundays, and holidays. Closed on Tuesdays (if holiday, the following 
Wednesday) Open every day during the summer vacation period. Closed 
only on the second and fourth Tuesdays of November through March.
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In short, Hokuriku has a lot to offer female tourists who want to do more than just sightseeing and 
shopping. Ladies, satisfy your healthy appetite for fresh food, indulge in a hot spring and relieve your 
stress in the land of spiritual, cultural and esthetic happiness.  Hokuriku extends a warm welcome to 
female visitors in pairs or in groups.  
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Kaga Yuzen Kaikan

Tateyama Mountain 
Forest Therapy Base

Shogawa 
Hot Spring Area

Watching the sun go down

Jacuzzi named “Crab bubble Bath” 

Create a memory that only 
Kanazawa can offer



加賀温泉

九頭竜湖

敦賀

小浜

小浜西IC

敦賀IC

金沢

高岡

城端

氷見

穴水

福井IC

小浜IC

 Inbound
From Nagoya 4hrs.
From Osaka 3hrs.50min.
 Outbound 
To Wajima 　  1hr.30min.

 Inbound
From Haneda 1hr.
From Sapporo 1hr.30min.

 Outbound 
To Toyama Station 25min.

 Inbound
From Haneda 1hr.
From Sapporo 1hr.35min.
From Sendai 1hr.05min.
From Narita 1hr.15min.
From Fukuoka 1hr.20min.
From Naha 2hrs.15min.
 Outbound 
To Kanazawa Station 40min.
To Fukui Station  1hr.

 Inbound
From Osaka 1hr.25min.
 Outbound 
To Obama 1hr.05min.

 Inbound   : Time required from point of origin
 Outbound   : Time required to reach destination

 Inbound
From Tokyo 2hrs.30min.
From Osaka 2hrs.40min.
From Nagoya 2hrs.30min.
 Outbound 
To Wakura Onsen 1hr.
To Takaoka 25min.
To Kaga Onsen 25min.
To Wajima 2hrs.10min.

 Inbound
From Osaka 2hrs.30min.
 Outbound 
To Tsuruga 40min.

Noto Satoyama Airport

JR Wakura Onsen Station

JR Kanazawa Station

Komatsu Airport

JR Fukui Station

Obama IC JR Tsuruga Station

Toyama IC

Toyama Airport

JR Toyama Station

 Inbound
From Tokyo 3hrs.30min.
From Osaka 1hr.50min.
From Nagoya 1hr.40min.
 Outbound 
To Kaga Onsen 20min.
To Tsuruga 35min.

 Inbound
From Nagoya 2hrs.30min.
 Outbound 
To Toyama IC 45min.
To Kanazawa-West IC 45min.

 Inbound
From Tokyo 6hrs.
From Osaka 3hrs.40min.
From Nagoya 2hrs.50min.
 Outbound 
To Takaoka IC 35min.
To Fukui IC 50min.

 Inbound
From Tokyo 5hrs.30min.
From Osaka 3hrs.
From Nagoya 2hrs.
 Outbound 
To Kaga IC 25min.
To Tsuruga IC 40min.

Fukui IC

Gokayama IC

Kanazawa-West IC

[Legend]

* The required times shown 
  here are approximate.

Airplane
Shinkansen/express train
Local train
Bus
Car

 Inbound
From Haneda 55min.

 Outbound 
To Wajima 30min.
To Suzu 50min.

 Inbound
From Tokyo 4hrs.50min.
From Osaka 4hrs.15min.
From Nagoya 2hrs.50min.

 Outbound 
To Kanazawa-West IC 40min.

 Inbound
From Tokyo 2hrs.15min.
From Osaka 3hrs.10min.
From Nagoya 3hrs.30min.
From Takayama 1hr.35min.

 Outbound 
To Kurobe 30min.
To Takaoka 20min.
To Kanazawa 20min.

Wide-area Map of the three Hokuriku Prefectures and Access Map 





Hokkoku Bldg. 4th floor 2-15, Katamachi 2-chome,
Kanazawa, Ishikawa 920-0981 JAPAN

TEL:(076)232-0472 (PBX)　FAX:(076)262-8127
E-mail:info@hokkeiren.gr.jp　URL:http://hokkeiren.gr.jp

c/o Tokyo Branch, Hokuriku Electric Power Company
8-1, Toranomon 2-chome, Minato-ku, Tokyo 105-0001 JAPAN

TEL:(03)3502-0471　FAX:(03)3502-0460

Hokuriku Economic Federation

Tokyo Office

http://monogatari.hokuriku-imageup.org/
For latest news and the electronic book version, please visit: Hokuriku Economic Federation

Hokuriku Image Improvement Conference

A book of five stories about Toyama, Ishikawa and Fukui with useful data vol.3

History of Hokuriku
Kitamaebune --- the coasters 
that moved Nippon forward

Have lipstick‒
Will travel
Fun that only a girl can have

The spring-time 
floral corridor
When nature and people 
shine most brightly

Culinary quest 
in Hokuriku
Enjoy your first experience with 
Hokuriku food to the fullest extent

Geo-tours
Feel the robust dynamism 
of the Hokuriku landscape

H
okuriku Tales  V
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